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ABSTRACT

The pathogenesis and immunogenicity of two virulent rinderpest

virus ((RPV) field isolates and the Old Kabete attenuated RPV vaccine strain

(RBOK) were comparatively investigated in two groups of RP-susceptible

calves of two cattle breeds.

While the classical picture of RPV infection was reproduced in

susceptible Angus breed subgroup using the virulent RPV-Saudi 1/81 strain,

absence of one or more of the RPV cardinal signs was observed in the

susceptible Zebu breed calves infected with the virulent RPV-reedbuck

(RPV-RB) strain.

Successful recovery of the virulent RPV-Saudi 1/81 strain from

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from infected control Angus

subgroup was attained in B95a lymphoid and modified monocytes human

(MoMo) cell lines from day two post-infection till death on day eight.

Classical cytopathic effect (CPE) of RPV was reproduced. No virus

recovery was attained from PBMCs of the infected Zebu breed subgroup

throughout the period of the experiment or from their autopsies six days

postinfection.

Indirect immunofluorescence (IIF) using marinablue stain anti-P

monoclonal antibodies (MAbs), showed that RPV-P antigen was expressed

on day four in case of RPV-Saudi 1/81 infected B95a and MoMo cell lines.

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification technology was

successfully used to retrieve RPV genomes from PBMCs of RPV- Saudi 1/81

- infected control Angus subgroup on day two of infection till death on day

eight and from their ocular and nasal swabs on days five, seven and nine

post-infection. RPV genomes were retrieved from five out of nine of the

lymphoid tissues of RPV-RB-infected control Zebu calf No. 2476 using

RPV-specific primers. Seven out of nine of the same tissues had virus

genomes when inner RPV-specific primers (nested PCR) were used.

Viral genomes were retrieved from PBMCs of the subject vaccinated

Angus subgroup from day two throughout to day nine of vaccination. Ocular

and nasal swabs of these animals contained viral genomes on day nine, 12

and 14 of vaccination. Postchallenge viral genomes were retrieved from
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ocular and nasal swabs of these calves on days five, seven, nine and 14 of

challenge. Viral genomes were also retrieved from mediastinal lymph node

of the subject vaccinated Zebu calf No. 3390 six days postchallenge.

Competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbeni assay (c-ELISA)

demonstrated that the two subject vaccinated Angus breed calves responded

positively to vaccination with the RBOK vaccine strain compared to 6/9 of

the vaccinated Zebu calves. The main pattern of the humoral immune

response (HIR) followed the previously described pattern for RPV. The first

mean positive percentage inhibition (PI) (51.5) was attained two weeks

postvaccination in both subject vaccinated Zebu and Angus subgroups.

Mean peak PI of 61.6 and 80.5 were reached three and eight weeks

postvaccination in Zebu and Angus subgroups, respectively. Mean peak

percentage inhibition of 66.8 and 82.0 were scored on days five and 12

postchallenge, respectively.

None of the non-vaccinated control subgroups responded positively to

challenge and the highest mean PI was below 30.

High populations of lymphocytes were recovered from PBMCs of the

Angus breed calves on testing their cell-mediated immune (CMI) response to

RPVs. Purity and viability percentages of 97 and 95 were recorded,

respectively.

Stimulation indices (Sis) as high as 3.9 and 13.2 were showed by

PBMCs from the vaccinated calves No. TQ94 and TQ95 on day five and 35

of vaccination, respectively. Stimulation index (SI) of 17.55 was shown by

PBMCs from calf No. TQ94 two days postchallenge while those from calf

No. TQ95 were refractory.

None of the non-vaccinated control calves (TQ96 and TQ97)

responded positively to the challenge virus and the highest mean SI was 1.41

seven days postchallenge.

None of the vaccinated (V) subgroups or the three vaccinated non-

responder (VNR) Zebu calves succumbed to challenge with the virulent RPV

isolates. The VNR Zebu calves showed antibodies against peste des petits

ruminants virus (PPRV) in their sera.
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None of the c-ELISA -tested field serum samples from cattle, camel

sheep and goat showed positive RPV-Abs. Eleven, 14, 51.9 and 56.2% of

these sera showed positive PPRV-Abs, respectively.

A RPV field isolate (RPV-Sudan /98) was confirmed to be the cause

of a suspected RPV outbreak in Torit, Southern Sudan in April, 1998 using

conventional and nested PCR techniques. Sequencing analysis of its genome

related the virus to the African lineage type 1.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The devastating nature of rinderpest (RP) as a disease of cattle was

known since ancient times (Plowright, 1968). Waves of the disease have

regularly and repeatedly afflicted susceptible hosts. This situation has given

RP the character of being one of the most incisive cattle plaques in OIE List

A of diseases affecting the socioeconomical aspect of animal wealth.

Consequently, continuous national and international measures have been

established to combat the disease worldwide and in Africa espically (FAO,

1983).

Sudan, however, participated in the conduct of major campaigns

launched against RP namely; the Joint Campaign against Rinderpest (JP-15)

and the Pan African Rinderpest Campaign (PARC). Some non-governmental

organizations (NGOs), among which is The UNICEF are now assisting in

sustaining these efforts.

Despite those measures that lead to effective control of rinderpest, the

virus seems to prevail in Africa and outbreaks continued to reoccur, so much

so that complete eradication becomes second to impossible at current

conditions.

The prevalence of the virus could be attributed to two principal

factors:

l.The maintenance of the virus either in reservoirs or in secluded

infectious foci.

2. The continuous presence of susceptible hosts.

Other factors like wars, tribal conflicts and nomadism have also

played a role in this.

The level of immunity against RPV has been investigated in many

countries in Africa (Hassan, 1986; Anon, 1991) and the results showed that

there were different immunity levels in different animal populations and that

there were almost always susceptible animals within the populations studied.



The objectives of this research work is to investigate the

multifactorial nature of the unsettled problem of the continuous prevalence

of RP in this part of Africa through;

1. Study of the pathogenic potential of the virus.

2. Study of the susceptibility and the immune response of calves,

which are the principal hosts.

3. Study of some epidemiological aspects of the disease including

the role which could be played by different hosts.

Conventional and some modern techniques were employed in these

Studies.



CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Epizootiological background

Historically, rinderpest has been among the most devastating diseases

of cattle (Blood and Radostits, 1989). The disease had and still has more

influence on the world's food supply than any other animal malady.

Immemorially into the twentieth century, waves of the disease have regularly

afflicted buffaloes and cattle in Asia and Europe and caused havoc in North

Africa (Anderson etal, 1996).

The worldwide spread of RP in 1975 was described by Scott (1981).

The last pandemic swept through the Middle East from Afaganistan to the

Mediterranean in 1969-73.

Enzootic outbreaks persisted in northern equatorial Africa and India

and the surrounding countries.

Epizootics of major importance also occurred in East European

countries. In 1990 RP was diagnosed in cattle in Georgria, the first report of

the disease in that region since 1949 (Anderson et al., 1996). The second

episode occurred in 1997 on Mongolia's northeastern border with Russia

while the third was on the northwestern boarder of the same country. A

recent outbreak was also reported from the same area in August 1998

(Barrett, T., unpublished data).

The first major outbreak in the Near East since 1971 occurred in

Turkey in 1991. The disease was thought to be imported with slaughter

stock from Africa and Indian subcontinent (Sahal, 1992). Outbreaks in 1994

were reported from eastern Turkey, northern Iraq and northwestern Iran

(Anderson et al., 1996). Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar and the

United Arab Emirates continue to be exposed periodically to RP with live

animals imported from South Africa.

Animals in Sub-Saharan Africa were severely affected, perhaps for

the first time, when RP was unnoticeably introduced without notification into

the Morn of Africa in 1887. The resulting panzootic swept north to the

Mediterranean, west to the Atlantic and south to the Cape of Good Hope,

3



remarkably changing the fauna of the continent at that time. That outbreak

burned itself out in southern Africa in the early 1900s, but the disease

lingered on in northern equatorial Africa until very recently.

The disease persisted and attained endemicity largely because of

nomadism and difficulties in conducting widspread vaccination campaigns

(Taylor, 1986). Earlier, Scott (1964) estimated, from data published by the

OIE, that around 40 000 outbreaks occurred during which over one million

deaths were recorded in the decade before 1964.

In epizootics where highly susceptible animal populations are
%; anticipated, morbidity and mortality rates as high as 100 and 50%,

respectively, were scored (Scott, 1981). It was observed that the incidence of

RP is age-related within young animals in enzootic areas (Losos, 1986;

Blood and Radostits, 1989) probably because of the effect of maternal

immunity on modulation and /or protection from RP infection.

It is now known in general that, vaccination and the existence of high

innate resistance among indigenous breeds govern the incidence of RP

(Blood and Radostits, 1989).

In Sudan, RP, among other cattle diseases, is no doubt of great

economic concern. High infectious forms of the disease involving small

ruminants were reported in early 19th century (Scott, 1955).

In spite of the fact that game animals were reported to be found dead

since 1905 in the eastern boarders after having presumably succumbed to

rinderpest, no reports were issued on the role they played in the spread of the

disease. However, only during the years 1955-58 that game animals were

reported to be involved in outbreaks in the southern states (Ali, B.E.,

unpublished data).

The prevalence of RP in Sudan and 16 other African countries led to

many trails in the past aiming to contain the disease. Mass vaccination

efforts of The Orgainization of African Unity (OAU). Joint Project No. 15

(JP-15), which extended from 1962-76 was the largest (Cheneau, 1985).

Although the compaign did produce remarkable results in most of the 22

African countries involved in the JP-15 including northern Sudan, (Majok et

al., 1991) infectious foci continued to exist in Sudan and Ethiopia and the

disease re-emerged during the year 1979 (Rossiter et rr/.,1983). The southern
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Sudan axis is still considered as an endemic focus constituting the greatest

risk to farming areas of East Africa (Anon, 1997).

Efforts to combat the disease continued after repeated epidemics have

been reported in many African countries including Sudan (Hassan, 1985;

Rossiter, 1995). To this end, the Pan African Rinderpest Campaign (PARC)

was established under the auspices of Inter-African Bureau for Animal

Resources (IBAR) of the OAU and the support of the European Economic

Community (EEC). The goal of the campaign has been the complete

vaccination coverage of the cattle populations in all the 34 African countries

that participated in the campaign within two years of the starting, then annual

vaccination of at least all nine - month - old new crop calves for the

successive following three years (Cheneau, 1985). -

In Sudan, the campaign started in 1989 but epidemics of RP

continued to reoccur. The last officially reported outbreak was that of 1991

in Lagawa, Southern Kordofan State (Rossiter, 1995). The infection was due

to the introduction of infected cattle from the south. However, experienced

veterinarians and stockowners in Southern Darfur State admitted the

presence of the disease in Bahr-ElGazal State during the 1990s. Annual

reports from some regional veterinary research laboratories (RVRLs)

referred to suspected cases of RP disease during the years 1993/94 (Atbara

RVRL Annual Report, 1993/94; Nyala RVRL Annual Report, 1993/94).

Rossiter (1995) also stated that clinical disease was annually seen in

Southern Sudan. These outbreaks occurred in Akobu, Eastern Equatoria

(1992), Manghal, Bahr-ElGazal State (1993), Leer, Upper West Nile State

(1993), Thiet in Lakes State (1993) and Narus, Eastern Equatoria (1994).

Nonetheless, despite laboratory confirmation of some of these outbreaks

(Chamberlain et al., 1993), none of these outbreaks have been reported

officially (Rossiter, 1995). However, using competitive enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay (c-ELISA), 13 and 14% of the surveyed unvaccinated

sheep and goats respectively, showed positive rinderpest virus (RPV)

antibodies (Abs) in Southern Darfur State (Sheikh Eldin et al., 1995). The

recent unofficially reported outbreak was in April, 1998 in Torit, East

Equatoria, Southern Sudan (Forsyth, unpublished data).



Based on the geographical disease picture given by annual reports of

RP outbreaks, Sudanese veterinary authorities divided Sudan in 1996 into

four epidemiological zones (Anon, 1996). These are zone A (RP -free area),

zone B (buffer area), zone C (unclear RP zone) and zone D (RP endemic

area). Because the demarcation between these zones follows the geographical

interstate boundaries, animal movements between the different states are

subjected to health measures. Annual vaccination against rinderpest was

carried out in all four zones. As a result of implementation of this policy, the

following achievements were reported to be attained:
; 1. Effective control of rinderpest.

2. Build up of awareness among animal owners and nomads against

rinderpest.

3. Establishment of new technology for diagnosis.

4. Emphases on disease surveillance rather than disease control with

establishment of infrastructure for disease surveillance and

control for diseases other than rinderpest. -

5. Strong communication with international organizations (Anon,

1999).

2.2 The causative agent

The causative agent of RP was one of the first micro-organisms to be

recognized as a filterable virus. The agent is a member of the genus

Morbillivirus of the family paramyxoviridae. The genus includes other

major viruses namely; canine distemper (CD) and human measeles (HM).

These have been chronicled with RPV for centuries as virulent plagues for

their host species (McCullough et al., 1991; Fenner et al., 1993a; Ismail et al,

1994). The fourth terrestrial morbillivirus - peste des petits ruminants (PPR)

virus - was only recognized in the 1940s and has been regarded as a distinct

member of the genus (Gibbs et ah, 1979). Other members of the

Morbillivirus genus infect marine mammals (dolphin morbillivirus, DMV,

phocid distemper vims, PDV, porpoise morbillivirus, PMV). More recently,

morbillivirus Abs were detected in the sera of Atlantic pinniped and many

cetacean species (Duignan et al., 1994). These viruses are antigenically

related (Barrett et al., 1993c).



Serological and molecular biological studies showed closer

relationship of RPV to human measles virus (HMV) than to peste des petits

ruminants virus (PPRV) (Haas and Barrett, 1996) while PDV is more closely

related to CDV (Barrett et al., 1993c; Osterhaus et al., 1995).

Albeit these intergenus variations among morbilliviruses, RP shares

with them the same physio-chemical and some antigenic properties and

produce similar cytopathic effects (CPE) in cell cultures.

2.2.1 Structure of the virus

While the majorty of RPV particles are pleomorphic (Fenner et ah,

1993b), the common shape is an enveloped spheroid, 100-300 nm in

diameter. However, few particles are enveloped filamentous virions. The

envelopes are bristled with minute projections, which are the surface

glycoproteins (H and F proteins) representing the virus-specific external

antigens (Ags) (McCulough et al., 1991; Forsyth and Barrett, 1995). The

virus has four other structural proteins that are situated internally and are

associated with the nucleocapsid (N), the phosphprotein (P), the matrix (M)

and the virus polymerase or the large (L) protein. Additional viral functional

proteins are the Cand V respectively, are part of the genome internal proteins

(Rima, 1983).

2.2.2 Virus-genome organization

Rinderpest virus has a negative single stranded, non-segmented

ribonucleic acid (RNA) genome. The genomic RNA contains approximately

16 kilobases (Kb) tightly encapsidaded into viral proteins necessary for

replication (Haas and Barrett, 1996).

The organization of RP genome is similar to other members of the

Morbillivirus genus (Rima et al., 1986; Barrett et al., 1993b). The genome is

15882 base pair (bp) in size (Baron and Barrett, 1995) with a 56-base leader

sequence at the 3' end. The leader sequence is followed by the coding

sequence for the structural proteins in the manner of 3' N-P(C/V) — M-F-H-

L5'. The L-gene is followed by the 5'trailer sequence. It is believed that the

leader nucleotide sequence contains the promoter sequences for transcription

and RNA encapsidation while the intergenic region contains a triplet

sequence GAA preceeded by a semiconserved polyadenylation signal for the

previous gene and is followed by semiconserved start signal for the next gene
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(Crowley et al., 1988). Each gene encodes a single protein except the P-gene

that encodes the two functional or non-structural proteins beside the P-

protein. The first non-structural protein, C, is encoded in an alternative

reading frame beginning at the AUG some 20 bases downstream of the P-

protein AUG (Barrett et al., 1991). The V-protein is encoded by an mRNA,

not direct copy of the genome RNA, but edited by the addition of one G

residue changing the reading frame at position 751 in the P-gene then

continues in the -1 reading frame to produce a mRNA coding for the V-

protein (Baron et al., 1993; Haas et al., 1995). However, a number of

differences were found in the leader region (31 end of the genome), whilst the

trailer region appeared to be more homologous.

Patterns of gene organization are now used for characterization and

classification of these morbilliviruses (geographical typing).

2.2.3 Function of viral proteins

Different studies were conducted to identify the role played by the

viral structural and non-structural proteins. The N-protein folds to protect

the viral genome while the role played by the P-protein is not well defined; it

is believed, however, to function on RNA transcription and replication

(Alkatib et al., 1988). The two envelop-lipoproteins, H and F, are

responsible for attachment of the virus to the host cell receptors and virus

entry and fusion with the host cell membrane, respectively (Gerlier et al.,

1995; Wild and Buckland, 1995; Wild et al., 1995). Being external in

situation, the H and F proteins act as Ags and are responsible for stimulation

of the virus neutralizing (VN) antibody response. The M-protein that is

highly conserved among morbilliviruses and lies under the lipid bilayer to

link the H and F proteins plays an important role in viral morphogenesis.

The C and V proteins may be involved in either nucleocapsid assembly or

RNA transcription (Bellini et al., 1985), a fact which has been later

demonstrated by some C and V-eliminated paramyxoviruses (Bulletin of

Institute for Animal Health, UK, 1997a; Kato et al., 1997).

All strains of RPV are immunologically homologous which probably

reflects the basic structural similarity of the surface Ags (Losos, 1986).

Phylogenetic analysis using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequence

analysis of part of the gene coding for the F-protein was conducted using



recent isolates of RPV (Chamberlain et al., 1993). The sequence data was

derived from the region where the precursor protein is produced and then

cleaved to yield the biologically active F1/F2 heterodimer; all strains anlaysed

had a highly basic connecting peptide which is required for efficient cleavage

by endogenous host cell proteases.

Based on the difference of the sequence in these two genes two

distinct lineages of RPV are identified now. They reflected geographical

location of their isolation in Africa and Asia (Chamberlain et al., 1993;

Forsyth and Barrett, 1995) and they were found to be different from the

virulent Old Kabete rinderpest virus strain (RBOK). All of the examined

RPV-Sudanese strains were identified as African Lineage type 1 most similar

to those circulating in Kenya, Egypt/84 and Nigeria/Buffalo/83/84 in terms

of nucleotide sequence and pathogenic nature. The recent isolate, Sudan /98,

is belonging to the same lineage (Barrett et ah, unpublished data). However,

an East African isolate, (RBT-1) from the 1960s was found to be a

representitive of the African lineage type 2 (Chamberlain et al., 1993).

While complete genome sequence of the RPV -vaccine (RBOK)

strain differs from the virulent strain from which it was derived in only 87

bases (0.55% of the genome) (Baron et al., 1996), possibly significant

differences in amino acid sequence were found in the N, P, F, H and L

proteins.

2.2.4 Stability

Rinderpest virus is not a resistant virus. Outside its hosts it survives

best at extreme humidities and is destroyed when the relative humidity lies

between 50 and 60% (Plowright, 1965). The virus is sensitive to sunlight,

heat, dissection and ultrasonic waves (Plowright, 1962a). Extremes of pH

denature the virus; consequently, RP-infected carcases are rendered

uninfective relatively quickly by the pH changes that follow autolysis and

putrefaction. Being enveloped, the virus is destroyed by lipid solvents.

Glycerol is a very efficient inactiving agent (Anderson et al., 1996). In the

presence of organic matter, the most effective disinfectants are 5% NaOH

and 50% lysol (Wamwayi, 1989).



2.2.5 Host range

Although RPV strains vary widely in their host affinties and their

virulence for particular hosts (Henning, 1956; Plowright, 1968), natural

infections are restricted to the cloven-footed ungulates belonging to the order

Artiodactyla. Natural infection occurs commonly in domestic ungulates,

particularly cattle and buffaloes (Plowright, 1952; Rao, 1969; Rao, 1973).

Among cattle breeds the zebus are most resistant (Blood and Radostits,

1989). However, in some outbreaks sheep and goats may be infected with

overt clinical signs in goats but only mild or inapparent infection in sheep

(Plowright, 1965; Anderson et al., 1990a). Antibodies against RPV were

also demonstrated in unvaccinated animals without any previrous report of

the disease (Obi et al., 1984; Wafula and Kariuki, 1987; Ramesh et al., 1988;

Majiyagbe et al, 1992, Sheikh Eldin et ah, 1995).

Based on clinical observations, outbreaks were recorded in camels in

India (Dhillon et al, 1959). Maurice et al., (1967) demonstrated Abs to RPV

in sera of dromedary camels in Tchad. It is, however, noteworthy to mention

that camels were infected through subcutaneous (sc) or intravenous (iv)

routes of inoculation (Provost et al., 1968; Taylor, 1968). Nonetheless, only

10% of the inoculated camels were infected and demonstrated neutralizing

antibodies. (NAbs). Infected camels, however, failed to transmit infection to

a susceptible calf. Contrary to this, Scott and MacDoland (1962) had stated

that none of 30 examined camels showed positive RP serum Abs although

they originated from the Northern Frontier Province of Kenya where an

outbreak of RP had caused high mortalities among game animals.

Pigs are susceptible to infection with variations among different

breeds. The Asian domestic sway-backed pig suffers from and succumbs to

RP, while the European pigs experience inapparent infections when exposed

experimentally (Blood and Radostits, 1989). The first demonstration of

natural infection of European -type pigs was recently reported from Egypt

(Youssef et al., 1991) when Abs against RPV were detected in the sera of

28% of pigs exposed to infection during severe outbreaks of RP among

Egyptian cattle and buffaloes.

Wild ungulates were considered to be susceptible (Beaton, 1954;

Plowright and McCulloch, 1967; Plowright, 1982). Fulminating peracute
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infection occurred in free-ranging African buffalo (Syncerus caffer

Sparrman), eland (Taurotragus oryx Puttas), warthog (Phacochaeous

aethiopicus Pallas) and kudu (Tragelaphus strepsiceros Pallas) (Scott, 1981;

Anderson et al, 1996). Acute infections that usually end fatally have been

observed in Africa in giraffe {Giraffe camel-par dalis linnaeus and G.

reticulata De Winton), sitatunga and wildebeest (Connochaetes taurinus

Burchell), bongo (Boocercus eurycerns Ogilby), buckbuck, bushbig,

Chevrotein, gaint forest hog, dik-dik and duiker. In Asia inbanteng,

blackbuck, gaur, nilgai and sambar are the most affected.

'• Rabbits can be artificially infected (Scott and Rampton, 1962;

Yamanouchi et al., 1974) although high doses were needed to induce

infection by oral and rectal routes compared to parental ones.

2.3 Transmission

The spread of RPV is most often due to introduction of live infected

animals into RP-free areas (Losos, 1986). Exposure of healthy, susceptible

animals to infected droplets, either in the breath of a sick animal or in its

virus-rich secretions or excretions, leads to infection, thus close contact

between infected and susceptible animals is essential for successful

transmission.

Although the precise site of entry of RPV field strains to the animal

body in natural infection is not defined, the bulk of evidence indicates that

infection occurs principally by inhalation (Provost, 1958; Scott, 1964;

Plowright, 1965). Ingestion of food contaminated by the discharge of animals

showing clinical or subclinical infection or are incubating the disease may

also be an important mode of infection espically in pigs (Scott et al, 1959).

However, it is acceptable that successful transmission by oral routes in

species other than wild and domestic pigs is erratic (Losos, 1986). Cattle

drenched experimentally with high virulent RPV-infected material failed to

induce infection. Scott et al, 1959 suggested that this might be attributed to

the intact skin or to the stratified squamous nature of ihe epithelium of the

gut.

Among different animal species, cattle can transmit infection to sheep

and goats (Zewart and Macadam, 1967). Infected goats, however, can

transmit infection to susceptible cattle (Macadam, 1968) while sheep can't
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(Plowright, 1952). Nonetheless, contact transmission among experimentally

infected sheep occurs but rarely.

Camels could acquire infection from sick cattle although it was not

possible to transmit the virus from infected camels to either susceptible

camels or cattle (Taylor, 1968).

In spite of rare exceptions, it is doubtful that recovered animals act as

carriers for more than a few days (Joshi etal, 1984). It appears, however,

that ability of domestic pigs to acquire infection relatively easily by ingesting

uncooked contaminated meat is an important factor in the transmission of the

vims (Losos, 1986).

2.4 Pathogenesis

Rinderpest virus field isolates affect both lymphoid and epithelial

cells and they have a very high affinity to those of the upper respiratory and

alimentary tract (Thiery, 1965a; Bansal and Joshi, 1979; Blood and

Radostits, 1989). In cattle infection occurs readily via the respiratory tract

(Plowright, 1964; Liess and Plowright, 1964). The virus passes through the

epithelium of the upper and less frequently, the lower portions of the tract to

establish foci of proliferation in the draining lymph nodes from which it

disseminates via the blood to other lymphoid tissues. In the blood, the virus

is intimately associated with the leucocytes and only small portions being

free in the plasma rendering it filterable (Losos, 1986).

The course of infection was found to have four main phases namely;

incubation, prodromal, mucosal and convalescence (Plowright, 1968). A

fifth phase following the mucosal and proceeding the convalescent period

was described by Scott (1981).

The incubation period in natural infection varies between 3 and 9 days

depending on the virus strain, the dose and the route of infection while

experimentally it may be as short as 1 to 4 days (Losos, 1986). Virus strains

that induce long incubation periods, unlike those with short incubation

periods, cause mild infections and low spreading outbreaks. Viraemia, which

is a characteristic of the incubation phase, begins on a slow rising manner on

the second and third days of infection (Liess and Plowright, 1964) and

generalization occurs by the end of the incubation period when the virus

becomes established throughout the gastrointestinal tract. Taylor et al.,
12



(1965) identified low-grade viraemia in one experimental animal indicated

by the recovery of the virus from the spleen on the 7n day of infection.

Using tissue culture techniques, it was found that RPV proliferated in

the pharyngeal and submaxillary lymph nodes and in the palatal tonsils by

the 3rd day of infection and relatively higher virus titres were demonstrated in

the mucosae of the upper respiratory tract (Taylor et al., 1965). Some

experimental animals, nevertheless, showed highest virus titres in their

bronchial or costocervical lymph nodes indicating involvement of the lower

respiratory tract as well. On the other hand, no infectivity could be

'demonstrated in the mucosae of bronchi or lung parenchyma associated with

these lymph nodes reinforcing the presumptive fact that the virus passes

through the mucosae without proliferating or producing local lesions

(Bedson and Duckworth, 1962). Contrary to this, Plowright (1965) did

observe proliferation of the virus in the lung and the bone marrow as well.

The prodromal phase is the period between the onset of fever and the

appearance of mucosal lesions in the mouth; it usually lasts 5 to 7 days.

During this phase high virus titres were detected in the lymphoid tissues of

the gastrointestinal tract. The virus appeared in the trubinate mucosa on the

5" day of infection and high titres were detected in the lungs towards the end

of this period. Fever, the characteristic feature of this phase, occurred after

the virus had been disseminated through the body and was associated with

the release of virus and tissue breakdown products into the circulation. Body

temperature of infected animals may reach 40.5 to 41.5°C in some epizootics.

Series of variable symptoms may be encountered during the course of

the disease depending on the virulence of the virus strain and the

susceptibility of the host. Multiple mixed infection aggravates the clinical

illness of RP (Blood and Radostits, 1989). The disease may take different

forms, a peracute form in which death ensues one to two days after

appearance of clinical signs, an acute form in which symptoms last four to

seven days or a mild form in which the animal may live up to three weeks or

longer (Losos, 1986). Hypovirulent strains which cause only 10%

symptomatic infection in cattle were known.

In general the symptoms of the prodromal phase are drop in milk

yield in lactating cows, staring coat, depression or restlessness. Sometimes
13



there is a clear serous or seromucoid conjunctival or /and nasal discharge.

Inflammation of the conjunctivae, buccal and nasal mucosae follow and there

may be hyperaemia of the vaginal mucosae and swelling of the vulva.

Lacrimation and salivation become profuse and blepharospasm, which is an

uncommon feature in RP, may be seen in some cases. Patchy superficial

necrosis and erosion of the epithelium inside the nares as well, can be seen in

some animals. Muzzle becomes dry and animals are commonly constipated.

The mucosal phase, which extends between eight to 12 days, is

identified by appearance of the mouth lesions when the temperature drops

and diarrhoea starts. Discrete, slightly raised grayish necrotic lesions (1 to 5

mm in diameter) develop leading to stomatitis. The involvement of the

dorsum of the tongue is also common (Liess and Plowright, 1964). Similar

lesions are seen on the nasal, vulval and vaginal mucosae. Necrosis may be

widespread inside the nares and on the turbinates, often allied with secondaiy

bacterial infection. The respiratory involvement are represented by laboured,

painful delayed expiration accompanied by grunting. Diarrhoea usually

appears on the 4th to 7U day of reaction with mucus and/or streaked with

blood and of foetid odour. Tenesmus is common. Death ensues due to

dehydration.

In enzootic areas where resistance to infection is high, subacute and

skin forms are common (Blood and Radostits, 1989). In the subacute form

temperature reaction is mild (Liess and Plowright, 1964). The animal shows

low degree of anorexia and malaise and the inflammation is catarrhal without

dysentery (Maurer et al, 1955, 1956). The skin form on the other hand, is

rare and is characterized by erythematous thickening of the skin (Mares,

1956; Thiery, 1956a). Noticeably, the quantity of the virus in tissues usually

drops rapidly during viraemia. Signs and lesions similar to those of cattle

develop in sheep and goats infected with RPV skin form.

In the convalescent phase, which extends between 13 to 16 days,

resolution of the mouth lesions is of dramatic speed. The necrotic deposits of

the epithelia begin to clear by the 3rd to 5th days following their appearance

(Plowright, 1964) and complete healing occurs within 48 hours. However,

with exceptions, some buccal papillae often remain reddened and eroded up

to the end of the second week following the first clinical reaction. Contrary
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to the findings of Plowright (1964) and Liess and Plowright (1964) in which

complete clearance of the virus in cattle was observed between days 9 and 10

following first reaction, Scott (1955) could recover the old laboratory Kabete

' 0 ' strain from the spleen and lymph nodes of infected cattle 16 days

postinfection.

2.4.1 Rinderpest virus tissue tropsim

The ability of RPV field isolates to infect lymphoid and/or epithelial

cells was studied in vivo and in vitro conditions.

Using attenuated RPV strains with respect to different animal species,

lapinized viruses were found to be lymphotropic in cattle while caprinized

viruses, although primarly localized in the lymphoid tissues, also affected to

a lesser extent the epithelial tissues (Losos, 1986). Further comparisons of

the lesions produced in Zebu and non-humped cattle showed that the

caprinized virus infected the lymphoid tissues more frequently (Plowright

and Ferris, 1962; De Boer and Barber, 1964). They observed that attenuated

and avirulent strains were exclusively lymphotoropic and concluded that this

accounts for failure to spread by contact among susceptible cattle.

Various types of cells which act as main targets of virulent RPV

strains were identified using peroxidase techniques (Gathumbi et ah, 1989,

1990; Wamwayi, 1993; Wohlsein et al, 1993). Intensive viral Ags were

found in the epithelial cells of the lower digestive tract rather than the

lymphoid organs (Gathumbi et al., 1990). Using genus specific monoclonal

antibodies (MAbs), Wohlsein et al., (1993) reported that RP Ags were

located mainly in the epithelial and lymphoreticular cells of the digestive,

respiratory and urinary tracts as well as the endocrine (adrenal and thyroid)

and exocrine (salivary, sebaceous and exocrine pancreas) glands. Contrary

to Plowright (1964) and Taylor and Plowright (1965) findings, Gathumbi et

a!., (1990) and Wohlsein et al.,(l993) failed to demonstrate any viral Ags in

the brain and/or myocardial muscles of most virulent RPV-infected cattle.

Nonetheless, they suggested that the previous demonstration of the virus Ags

there might be derived from infected lymphocyte trapped in the blood vessels

rather than virus multiplication. Rossiter and Wardley (1985) had already

stated that the presence of virus Ags in the cells is a better indicator of
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affinity between a strain and cell type rather than detection of new infectious

viruses.

Using tissue culture techniques, Rossiter and Wardley (1985) and

Rossiter et al., (1988) found that RPV grew readily in mitogen- stimulated

bovine lymphoblastoid cell lines. All the three RPV isolates used grew

better in populations of predominantly T- lymphocytes than in T-depleted

cultures. Furthermore, despite the fact that virus infected 100% of cells in

macrophoge monolayers, only about 30% cells in lymphocyte monolayers

were infected. They concluded that there was a proportional relationship

between virulence and ability to infect macrophages and lymphocytes.

Kobune et ah, (1991), however, observed the ability of all known RPV

strains to infect B95a, a derivative of B95-8 which are an Epestein-Barr (EB)

virus transformed marmoset B-lymphoid cell lines. In a previous study, the

sensitivity of these lymphoid cell lines to infection with measles virus (MV),

antigenically related to RPV, was found to be 104-fold more than the African

green monkey kidney cell lines (Vero) (Kobune et al., 1990). However,

B95a cell, so far, was found to be the only in vitro vehicle capable of

maintaining and regaining infectivity and virulence to rabbits of some

subpopulations of the lapinized Nakamura III (L) strain of RPV (Kobune et

al, 1991).

Aiming to further study the target cells and preferance of RPVs, the

infectivity of RPV-RBOK vaccine strain to Theileria parva transformed

bovine lymphoblastoid cell lines was investigated by Rossiter et al., (1993).

They stated that the virus grew readily in the lymphoid B-cells, CD4+ and

CD8+ alphal/beta and gamma/delta T-cells producing new infectivity, viral

Ags, CPE and total cell death. Moreover, none of the lymphoblastoid

phenotypes was found to be a particular site of preference to the virus.

Nonetheless, the marked difference between the type of CPE among

alpha/beta T or gamma/delta T-lymphblasts might be attributed to the

variations in mitotic and metabolic rates of the individual cell lines.

2.5 Clinical pathology

Although haematological and biochemical changes occuring during

RPV infection are not pathognomonic and thus not diagnostic, both are

important characters.
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2.4.1 Haematological changes

The selective destruction of lymphocytes by RPV induces significant

haematological changes linked directly to the virulence of the virus strain

involved (Maurer et ah, 1955). All infected animal species react in a similar

manner.

2.4.1.1 Leucocytes

A transient leucocytosis often precedes the onset of fever followed by

a profound leucopenia reaching lowest levels during the errosive mucosal

phase. A gradual return to normal occurs over several weeks (Maurer et al.,

As both B and T-lymphocytes are affected and the virus has no

apparent affinity for particular phenotypes of lymphocytes (Rossitere/ ah,

1993), the total leucocyte pattern is attributable almost entirely to changes in

lymphocyte number. These increase towards the incubation period, fall

precipitiously during the prodromal phase and return to normal levels in

survivors.

In contrast to lymphocytes, the number of neutrophils in surviving

cases remains within the normal range. In fatal cases, however, there is a

terminal degenerative change where excessive immature neutrophils, Band

cells, appear indicative of poor prognosis.

The numbers of eosinophils fall with that of lymphocytes and they

disappear during the errosive-mucosal phase to re-emerge in survivors during

convalescence.

In cattle that died from RP, basophils disappear shortly after onset of

fever.

Changes in number of monocytes are not significant.

2.4.1.2 Erythrocytes

Unlike in surviving animals where the erythrocytes count fluctuates

within normal levels, in fatal cases there is an apparent increase due to the

effect of dehydration. A 40 to 65% increase in packed cell volume (PCV) is

manifested. A 40% loss of the intial body weight is observed and the blood

of dead animals is dark, thick and slow to coagulate and /or clot. Serum

separation is therefore poor.
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2.4.2 Biochemical changes

Significant biochemical changes occur in fatal infections when severe

diarrhoea develops leading to loss of body water and essential electrolytes.

Serum chloride levels fell below normal in cattle dying after infection

with the highly Pendik strain of RPV (Heuschele and Barber, 1966). Other

electrolyte levels remained constant or rose slightly, indicating a net loss

because of haemoconcentration. The total serum proteins also decreased,

however, in surviving animals increased serum globulin levels were detected

(French, 1936).

; Total bilirubin values rose terminally and were linked to

unexperienced jaundice. There was also a terminal increase in serum

glutamic oxaloacetate transaminase (SGOT) and serum urea nitrogen

indicative of extensive cell and tissue damage. In contrast, none of

Heuschele and Barber's fatal cases showed abnormality in serum creatinine

levels, suggesting normal kidney function.

Metabolic acidosis, haemoconcentration, hypoglycaemia,

hypochloraemia, hyponaturaemia and hypercalcaemia were detected recently

byAl-Ani(1992).

2.5 Post -mortem findings

Despite the preference of RPV for lymphoid tissues with a secondary

affinity for the epithelium of the alimentary, upper respiratory and urogenital

tracts, most natural cases of the disease, however, exhibit grossly more

pronounced changes in epithelial linings than lymphoid organs. The degree

of the pathological changes is proportional to the virus virulence (Thiery,

1956a; Maurer et ah, 1956). Lesions of the urogenital system are well-

developed in highly contagious strains while muted or absent in others. The

virulent Kabete 'CT bovine strain seldom induces mucosal errosions, while

the Nakamura III lapinized strain doesn't provoke epithelial lesions.

Most cattle and buffaloes die six to 12 days after onset of illness

showing dehydrated, emaciated, foetid and soiled carcasses (Maurer et al.,

1955, 1956). The eyes are sunken, scalded with profuse mucopurulent

discharge. The conjunctivae are congested and oedematous. Corneal

ulcerations occur occasionally. The external nares and muzzle are encrusted
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with mucopurulent discharge. In contrast, animals that die early before the

onset of diarrhoea are often in good conditions.

In general, necropsy findings involve the alimentary, respiratory and

urogenital systems. However, the important degenerative changes are those

of the gastrointestinal tract.

2.6 Histopathology

Characteristic microscopic changes are induced by RPV infection,

however, like the clinical findings and gross pathological changes they are

not pathognomonic. Profound changes are common in the lymphoid organs

^(Tajima and Ushijima, 1971) and lymphocytes are mostly affected with a

generalized depletion. Cytoplasmic and intranuclear inclusions with giant

cell formation are common sequalae of infection (Ushijima, et al., 1968).

2.8 Immunogenicity of rinderpest virus

The immunogenicity of RPV was known very early and trials to

immunize calves commensed as early as the year 1915 (Brown, 1958). The

fact that all known RPV strains belong to the same genus, Morbillivirus,

paved the way for derivation ofmany vaccinal strains capable of inducing

protection against RP disease (Fenner et al., 1993b). This homologous

antigenicity was explained later by the presence of nine commonly shared

specific polypeptides in all RPV - infected cells, probably, reflecting the

basic structural similarity of the surface Ags (Prakash et al., 1979).

The liklihood of RPV strains to infect their hosts and to be grown into

many lymphoid cells and many phenotypes of lympholastoid cell lines was

demonstrated (Taylor and Plowright, 1965; Rossiter and Wardley, 1985;

Rossiter et ah, 1988; Kobune et al, 1991; Rossiter et al., 1993; Rey Nores et

al., 1995). As a result, and like many other viral pathogens, humoral and

cellular immunoresponses are always the outcome of this antigenicity

(Fenner etal, 1993b).

2.8.1 The humoral immune response (HIR) to rinderpest virus

It was known very early that vaccination and/or infection with RPV

conferred solid lifelong protection against either parental or natural challenge

(Plowright, 1957), however, resistance to infection was found to be

associated with presence of humoral Abs (Kobune et ah, 1976).
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Different Abs were elicited from RPV-primed B-lymphocytes of the

lymphoid system during vaccination and /or infection (Losos, 1986).

Chronologically, these Abs are classified as short-lived (IgM,

immunoprecipitating, complement fixing and measles heamagglutinating

Abs), and persistent (IgG and virus neutralizing Abs) (Anderson et al.,

1996). Nonetheless, the time at which cattle respond immunologically was

found to be related to the virus administered initially (Singh et al., 1967;

Okuna and Reweyemamu, 1974).

Using the rabbit model, Nakamura (1940) demonstrated the induction

"; of neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) against lapinized virus within five days of

infection. Later Scott and Brown (1958) also detected NAbs in cattle five to

six days postinfection. However, only on day ten of vaccination could

Taylor and Plowright (1965) demonstrate such Abs using an attenuated

Kabete ' 0 ' strain administered subcutaneously. In general, NAbs could be

detected six to seven days after the onset of clinical signs (Fenner et ah,

1993b; Dhar et al., 1995) and maximum titres are reached during the 3rd and

4th weeks of infection. Plowright (1957) had already reported that in some

animals high NAb titres could persist ten years while in others the level

slowly declined and became low by two years of vaccination. Okuna and

Rweyemamu (1974) showed that the 19S and 7S VNAbs developed

sequentially during RP infections. The 19S Abs preceded 7S Ab by seven to

four days irrespective of the inoculation dose and the virus strain.

Furthermore, they stated that the duration of 19S Abs was seven to 14 days

before disappearing three weeks thereafter.

Nakamura et ah, (1955) detected the development of complement

fixing (CF) and VN Abs in vast majority of the lapinized RPN-Vaccinated

cattle. Complement fixing Abs (CFAbs) could be assayed one week after

natural or experimental infection, reach a peak within two to three weeks,

then decline rapidly (Nakamura, 1958; Moultan and Stone, 1961; Losos,

1986).

White and Scott (1960) detected Abs in the sera of some convalescent

cattle using indirect gel immunodiffusion (IGID) test, however, they differed

from the VNAbs. There was an apparent correlation between the
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development of this Abs and the severity of the clinical signs. Nonetheless,

their persistent capacity was not revealed.

IgM, IgG and IgA are the commonly used Abs to assay the humoral

(serum and surface) immune responses using the widely applied enzmye-

linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Anderson et al., (1982) stated that

IgM, the primary Ab component in the serum, was characterized by a sharp

increase in Ab response between days eight and 12, followed by a gradual

decrease to background levels by day 68. This finding co-incided with that

of Sharma et ah, (1985) where they found that serum IgM attained a peak at

four weeks and declined thereafter. High IgM levels, however, is indicative

of early stage of infection or non-specific reaction (Anderson et ah, 1983).

In a separate experiment where buffalo calves were used, Sharma and

Murty (1974) had already showed significant rise in IgG component between

the 13th and the 25th day of vaccination. IgG2 was the main subclass

produced (Sharma et al., 1985). It peaked at four weeks, post-vaccination,

formed a plateau for four weeks and then declined. Nevertheless, low levels

of IgGi subclass following IgG2 pattern were also observed. Opuda-Asibo et

al., (1993) found that 68% of the IgG seronegative calves seroconverted two

weeks postvaccination. However, a decline in the IgG level during the 2nd

and 4lh weeks of vaccination was registered among the vaccinated sero-

positive calves. Contrary to what was observed in the adult experimental

cattle, they found that only 50% of the seronegative ankole, cattle

seroconverted three weeks postvaccination compared to 100%

seroconversion among Friesians within two weeks of vaccination.

Moreover, all of the seropositive adult ankole cattle showed a decline in IgG

levels during the first two weeks of vaccination but increased at the 4th week.

The seropositive adult Friesians on the other hand, remained seropositive

with a slight decline at four weeks of vaccination.

Contrary to what had been stated by Anderson et al., (1982) that

similarity between serum IgA and IgG was observed, Butler et al., (1980)

and Sharma et ah, (1985) did not detect IgA Ab response to RPV vaccine

throughout the test period suggesting that parenteral administration of tissue

culture vaccine (TCRV) did not stimulate IgA response.
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2.8.2 The cellular immune response (CIR) to rinderpest virus

Although serum Abs neutralize viruses, it is probable that cell-

mediated immunity (CMI) constitutes the most important mechanism for the

control of viral diseases (Tizard, 1992). These mechanisms include the

phagocytic activity of macrophages, the role of cytotoxic, helper and

suppresor T-lymphocytes and the non-specific effect of the cytokines (Nash,

1996). Such mode of defence is important in viruses which modify the cell

surface Ags and are released by budding, among which is RPV.

Different in vitro trials have been conducted to measure the

magnitude of the CMI effects and to correlate them with resistance to

infection. These trials included the lymphocyte proliferation response (LPR)

to mitogens and to viral Ags (Shimizu and Shimizu, 1979; Ishikawa and

Shirahata, 1986; Bounous etal., 1992; Iwataand Inoue, 1993; Tiernery and

Simpson-Morgan, 1997).

Using tritriated thymidine (3H-Tdr) as a pulsing agent, LPR in

transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) infected pigs were detected in all

the tested tissues on day seven postinfection (Shimizu and Shimizu, 1979).

Thereafter, there was increases in LPR and maximum levels were attained on

days ten to 14. Splenic and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)

were found to have only transient proliferative effect and no Ag-reactive

cells were detected 20 to 30 days postinoculation. Contrary to this, there

were persistent Ag-reactive cells in Peyer's patches and mesenteric lymph

nodes for at least 110 days. However, some of the LPR to specific Ags may

not necessarily be indicative of CMI in vitro (Moorhead, 1979) and that the

reverse is true for cells of the B-lymphocyte -enriched populations (Mathews

and Roehrig, 1989).

Despite the fact that resistance to reinfection with RPV was reported

to be associated with the presence of humoral Abs (Kobune et ah, 1976),

human measles virus (HMV), antigenically related to RPV, suppressed both

proliferation and differentiation into immunoglobulin secreting cells on

infecting unstimulated B-lymphoid cells (McChesney et al., 1987). On the

other hand, several investigators have presented evidences that viral Ag can

stimulate both B and T-lymphocytes to proliferate in vitro (Alder and

Rabinowitz, 1973; Elfenbein and Rosenberg, 1973).
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2.9 Diagnosis

Apart from the presumptive diagnosis, which needs speed, several

laboratory techniques were developed and were found to be necessary for

confirmatory and differential diagnosis of RP infection. These include;

detection of virus, viral antigens and viral genomes in infected cells and/or

tissues and detection of RDV-specific Abs in sera of infected host.

2.9.1 Detection of virus and viral antigens

2.9.1.1 Detection of virus and/or viral antigens by serology

Agar gel immunodiffusion (AGID) test (Scott and Brown, 1961),

counter immunoelectrophoresis (CIEF) which is four to 16x sensitive than

AGID (AH and Lees, 1979; Rossiter and Mushi, 1980) and passive (indirect)

haemagglutination (PHA) (Singh et al., 1972) are the common tests which

can be modified to be run in the field. Nevertheless, single radial haemolysis

(SRH) (Diallo et al, 1995) and complement fixation (CF) test (White and

Cowan, 1962) are other serological techniques used for laboratory

confirmation.

Immunofluorescence (IF) (Rossiter and Jassett, 1982) and

immunoperoxidase staining (IPS) (Gathumbi et al., 1989, 1990; Wholsein et

al., 1993) are very useful techniques for immunological identification of

RPV-infected cells. However, selection of the Ag form and the MAb

specificity that permits the detection of the relevant epitopes are essential

(Obi and McCullough, 1993).

Immunocapture ELISA, a refined sandwich ELISA using either

polyclonal and MAb or pair ofMAbs directed against two non-overlapping

domains of the N-protein, is now used to diagnose and differntiate RPV from

PPRV (Libeau e/«/., 1994).

A rapid pen-side diagnosis which is MAb-based and gives no cross-

reactions with Abs to related viruses such as PPRV has been developed to

detect RPV from ocular secretions (Bulletin of Institute for Animal Health,

UK, 1997b). -

Electron microscopy (EM) can be a useful tool to outline virus

morphology and identification of the virus family providing a spot diagnosis

(Taylor and Smale, unpublished data).
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2.9.1.2 Dectection of viral genomes in infected cells

The recent development in the field of molecular analysis based on

detection of nucleic acid rather than viral antigens (Ags) has added much to

the field of confirmatory diagnosis. Nucleic acid (NA) hybridization using

labelled complementary deoxyribonucleic acid (cDNA) (Diallo etal., 1989;

Pandy etal., 1992) has been widely used for this purpose. However, this has

been superseded by the more sensitive technique, reverse transcriptase

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) amplification which further permits

sequencing, either directly or after cloning of the product in a suitable

plasmid vector (Barrett et al., 1993a; Forsyth and Barrett, 1995). This can

lead to phylogenic characterization of the isolated viruses.

2.9.1.3 Virus isolation and identification

Despite the newly available molecular techniques, virus isolation is

still desirable, not for identification only, but for maintenance of reference

library of RPV strains and further pathogenitical studies (Anderson et al.,

1996).

Several cell cutlures are suitable for cultivation and demonstration of

typical RPV CPE. The commonest of which is primary and/or secondary

calf and bovine kidney cell culture (BKCC) (Plowright, 1962b). However,

other developed cell lines are also suitable for growing and maintaining RPV

strain and other members of the genus; namely, the African green monkey

kidney cell lines (Vero) (Mariner et al., 1990), the marmoset lymphoblastoid

cell line (B95a) (Kobune et al., 1991) and the modified monocyte human cell

line (MoMo) (Kobune et al., unpublished data).

2.9.2 Detection of antibody

Virus neutralization test using paired sera has always been and still is

used widely for diagnostic purposes (Plowright, 1962b; Romero et al., 1993).

Indirect ELISA (Anderson et al., 1983) is widely used now instead

of VN for convenience. However, owing to cross-reactions between RP and

PPR, competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (c-ELISA) based on

MAbs, has been developed and used rather than VN and indirect ELISA

(Libeau et al., 1992, Anderson and McKay, 1994). A filter paper based c-

ELISA using dried whole blood instead of serum was introduced for RP

immunity testing in remote areas (Heller et al., 1998).
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2.9.3 Differential diagnosis

For presumptive diagnosis RP infection should be differentiated from

PPR, bovine viral diarrhoea (BVD) and mucosal disease (MD), malignant

catarrhal fever (MCF), blue tongue (BT) and foot and mouth disease (FMD).

To this end AGID, CIEF, VN, immunocapture ELISA, c-ELISA and RT-

PCR are used for differential diagnosis (Diallo et al., 1995).

2.10 Vaccination

Vaccination against RP confers solid lifelong immunity (Plowright,

1957) and all age groups of animals respond to vaccination. However, calves

born of immune dams should not be vaccinated under three months of age

(Brown, 1958). On the other hand, the impact of some concurrent infections

may, however, cause vaccination failure (Twinamasiko and Kakaire, 1994).

Several vaccines have been used while others are under trials. These include:

1. The caprinized vaccine: it was a goat - adapted RPV vaccine (Provost et

al., 1958) used in Zebu cattle and in areas where a degree of natural

immunity is not anticipated (Blood and Radostits, 1989). The vaccine is

sufficiently virulent to produce undesirably severe reactions, particularly

in calves, buffalo and British breed of cattle.

2. The lapinized vaccine: it was the Nakamura III rabbit-adapted RPV strain

(Nakamura et al., 1955). The vaccine had been attenuated and used for

Zebu-type breeds, in which a solid immunity for two years was induced.

It was claimed that the vaccine strain could be maintained and

transported in rabbits where there is no refrigeration (Blood and

Radostits, 1989).

3. A lapinized-avianized vaccine: has been adapted and used in pigs (Losos,

1986).

4. The avianized vaccine: though cheap, stable and liable for varying

degrees of attenuation, the cultivation process is tedious (Provost et ah,

1961). The immunity produced by this vaccine lasts for at least 16

months.

5. The measles vaccine: this vaccine protects calves against RP at an age

when ordinary RP vaccines are ineffective (Blood and Radostits, 1989).

The vaccine is also effective in adult cattle.
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6. Cell-culture vaccine (CCV): this was a virulent Kabete ' 0 ' strain that had

been attenuated to produce a vaccine (Plowright and Ferris, 1959). The

vaccine is cheap, easy to be produced, can be freeze-dried and safer than

all other RP vaccines in all situations (Blood and Radostits, 1989). The

vaccine is administered sc, however, intranasal (in) trails were conducted

(Provost et al., 1972). Different combinations of CCV with other

vaccines are avialable (Kathuria et al, 1976; Jeggo et al., 1987), but their

usage in Africa has not been successful and therefore not recommended.

7. The thermostable vaccines: these include:

• a. Mariner's ultra-dry vero-cell derivative of Plowright strain (Mariner's

- RBOK-BK-VERO): the vaccine is characterized by thermostability

and vials of the vaccine were found to be potent after exposure to

30°C for 30 days (Mariner et al., 1990).

b. PARC thermovax RP vaccine: it is heat-stable clones of Plowright

vaccine virus selected at Internationale d'elevage et de medecine

veterinaire (IELMVT) and has been incorporated by PARC (Scott

and Provost, 1992). Both vaccines are now under trial in some

tropical countries.

8. Inactivated vaccines: many inactivated RP vaccines were produced

(Blood and Radostits, 1989), however, the duration of immunity they

elicited is short.

9. Recombinant (subunit) vaccines: these are regarded as the future

vaccines. The RP-vaccina (Yilma, et al., 1988) and capripoxviruses

(Romero et ah, 1993; Ngichabe et ah, 1997) recombinant vaccines are

under field trials. Nonetheless, other recombinant vaccines namely; a

chimaeric RPV/PPRV vaccine (Bulletin of Institute for Animal Health,

UK, 1997c) and a reporter RP-vaccinia recombinant vaccine (Barrett et

al., unpublished data) are on their way to be tested.
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CHAPTER THREE

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Experimental animals

Twelve RPV susceptible Zebu breed yearling and four 5 - month-old

Angus breed bovine calves were used as experimental animals (Table 1). The

twelve Zebu yearling calves were kept within the premesis of the Central

VeterinaryResearch Laboratory (CVRL), Sudan and were examined for

presence of blood parasites using blood films. Those, which were found free

from theileria and/or subclinically infected, were given an intramuscular (im)

dose of 2.5mg/kg body weigh of 5% bupaparavaqune (butalex).

Simultaneously, all calves were dewormed with 250 mg/50kg of 2.5%

albendazole drench. Fourteen days later a dose of 1 ml/50kg body weight of

ivermectin was administered subcutaneously to each calve.

The five-month-old Angus breed calves were experimented upon

within the premesis of Pirbright Laboratory, Institute for Animal Health

(IAH), U.K. None of these calves received any pretreatment medication.

Animals of the two breed groups were subdivided into subject and

control subgroups (Table 1). The Zebu and Angus subject subgroups

received a sc dose of 10275 TCID50% and 102 TCID5o%/ml/animai of Old

Kabete rinderpest vaccine strain (RBOK) at 98 passage level, Khartoum

(KM) passage 3 and RBOK vaccine IAH passage 2, respectively.

For challenge purposes, Zebu calves were given JO535

TCID5o%/m]/animal of RPV-reedbuck (RPV-RB) whereas the Angus calves

were given 104 TCID5o%/ml/animal of RPV-Saudi 1/81 virulent strain.

Control animals were challenged at the same time using the same protocol

for each of the subject breeds.

3.2 Preparation of tissue cultures

3.2.1 Preparation of the primary bovine kidney cell culture (PBKCC)

One day-old to one-week old weaned newborn conventional bovine

calf was used for this purpose. The animal was sacrificed by severing the

jugular veins. Both kidenys were then asptically taken. The capsule was
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Table (1)
Protocol of sampling of experimental animals for serum, whole blood
and ocular and nasal swabs after vaccination and challenge with RPVs

Vaccination
Serum

(c-ELISA)

VI
Day

0
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
30
35

V2
Day

0
5
7
9
12
14
21
28
35
49
56
63

Whole blood
(%TWBCC)

VI
Day
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

VI: vaccinated (subject), Cl
V2: vaccinated (subject), C2
ND: Not done.

V2
Day

0
2
5

| 7
9
12
14
21
28
35
49
56
63

Whole blood
(CMI and

PCR)
VI
Day
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

V2
Day

0
2
5
7
9
12
14
21
28
35

Ocular swabs
(PCR)

VI
Day
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

V2
Day

0
2
5
7
9
12
14
21

control (non-vaccinated) Zebu breed group,
control (non-vaccinated) Angus breed group.

Serum
(c-ELISA)

Cl
Day

0
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

C2
Day

0
2
5
7
9
12
14

Challenge
Whole blood
(%TWBCC)

Cl
Day
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

C2
Day

0
2
5
7
9
12
14

Whole blood
(CMI and

PCR)
Cl

Day
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

C2
Day

0
2
5
7
9
12
14

Ocular and
nasal swabs

(PCR)
Cl

Day
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

C2
Day

0
2
5
7
9
12
14
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removed and the cortex was then cut into very small pieces using sterile

scissors. The chopped pieces were then washed 3x with either sterile 0.25%

trypsin (appendix 1.9) or phosphate diluent (PD) buffer (appendix 1.12)

using sterile tissue culture (TC) flask. Sufficient trypsin (1:10 v/v)was

added, and the mixture was stirred in a slow tumbling action at 37°C for 30

minutes and then overnight at 4°C. The digested tissues were then passed

through a sterile gauze sieve and the product was spinned in low speed

refrigerated centrifuge (BPIG Hermle-ZK 630) at about 200xg at4°C for 10

minutes after the action oftrypsin was stopped by the addition of sufficient

'; bovine RPV-free Ab serum. The pelleted cells were then resuspended into a

small convenient volume of either PD or growth medium (appendix 1.2).

Dilutions of 1:200 of the original packed cell volume (PCV) of the pelleted

cells were prepared. An appropriate amount was dispensed into TC bottles

and/or flasks and incubated at 37°C for growth. Maintenance medium

(appendix 1.2) was used for changing the growth medium at 3-day intervals

or when pH changed to a certain degree of acidity.

3.2.2 Preparation of the secondary bovine kidney cell culture (SBKCC)

Confluent PBKCCs prepared as described previously were

dissociated after decanting of the growth and/or maintenance medium and

addition of sufficient versine-trypsin (VT) solution mixture (appendix 1.10).

The bottles were kept at 37°C for 5 to 10 minutes until the monolayer sheet

detached from the glass surfaces. The cells were then pelleted in presence of

bovine serum RPV-free Abs and seeded directly in concentrations of about

2xl05 cell/ml as SBKCC. Pelleted cells were resuspended and were

subcultured in the same concentration.

3.2.3 Preparation of the lymphoid cell lines

B95a, a marmoset lymphoblastoid cell line and modified monocyte

human cell line, MoMo cells, a gift from Dr. Kobune, Department of

Measles Virus, National Institute of Health, Tokyo, to IAH, were maintained

by continuous culturing using Roswell Park Memorial Institute-1640

(RPM1-1640) medium containing L-glutamine and 25mM

hydroxyethylpiperazine ethane sulphonic acid (HEPES) (Gibco-BRL)1 and

1. Gibco-BRL, P.O. Box 6009, Gaitherburg, MD 20877, USA.
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suplemented with 5% foetal calf serum (FCS). Confluent monolayers of

B95a in 75cm3 TC flasks (Falcon)1 were passaged into a ratio of 1:3 after

discarding the growth medium and addition of 15 ml of fresh RPM1-1640

medium followed by gentle tapping of the flask edges. MoMo cells,

however, were passaged in the same ratio of B95a cell lines after washing the

confluent cells twice with 10 ml VT solution and detachment of the cells

with 5ml VT solution. All flasks were incubated at 37°C in presence of 5%

CO2 tension and 95% atmospheric pressure.

3.3 Viruses and viral antigens

3.3.1 Rinderpest virus (RPV) vaccine strains

The vaccine strain RBOK produced according to Plowright and Ferris

(1962) in the CVRL, Soba, Sudan, was used for vaccination of the subject

Zebu breed. The vaccine was PBKCC passage 98-Kh passage 3 in the form

of a freeze- dried 200- dose product. Pooled samples of the batch were

titrated before the vaccine was used. One ml of cold sterile deionized

distilled water (DDW) was used for reconstitutionofeach ampoule of the

vaccine. Half logio serial dilutions using sterile tryptose phosphate (TPB)

medium (appendix 1.5) containing 0.6% of 7.5% NaHCO3 starting from 10"1

throughout to 10"55 were prepared. One ml of SBKCC in suspensions of

Glasgow modified Eagle's minimal essential medium (GMEM) constituting

10% bovine serum were co-cultivated with 200 uj of each virus dilution in

TC test tubes. Five TC tubes were used for each dilution. Controls

containing 1.2 ml SBKCC suspension/tube were included. The cultures were

observed daily for 12 successive days for development of CPE after

incubation at 37°C. The titre was calculated by Spearman-Karber method

according to Villegas and Purchase (1980).

The RBOK vaccine, I AH product, used for vaccination of the subject

Angus breed subgroup was not titrated but was used according to the

producer's instructions. However, the vaccine was previously titrated and

gene sequenced for identification and characterization (Barrett et al., 1993c).

1. Becton Dickinson and Company, E4-30844, UK
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3.3.2 Rinderpest virus (RPV) challenge strains

RPV-RB strain (BKCC passage 3) was used for challenge of the

Zebu breed group. The freeze-dried material was reconstituted into one ml

of cold sterile DDW and further diluted to 1:10 using TPB. 200ul of the 10-

fold virus dilutions were inoculated into monolayered PBKCC test tubes and

allowed to adsorb for a period of one hour at 37°C. Simultaneously, the

same dilutions were co-cultivated with suspensions of SBKCC using 25 cm3

TC plastic flasks (Falcon). The working solution, lx GMEM, containing

0.75% and 1.6% NaHCC>3 were used as medium for primary and secondary

kidney cell cultures, respectively. The cultures were observed for CPE while

changing the medium in intervals or when pH changes to a certain degree of

acidity. Pools of the second and third harvests of the inoculated virus were

dispensed into 2ml aliquots and stored at -20°C until used. Some of these

aliquots were titrated in SBKCC suspensions using Spearman-Karber method

according to Villegas and Purchase (1980). Infectivity of these aliquots was

determined by sc inoculation of a RPV susceptible yearling calf with 105'35

TCID5o%/ml. There were daily recordings of the rectal temperature and

observation of the clinical signs.

To challenge the Angus breed group, 104 TCIDso%/ml/animal of

RPV-saudi 1/81 strain was used following the manufacture's directions.

Nonetheless, the virus was previously identified and characterized using

tissue culture, PCR and gene sequencing techniques (Forsyth and Barrett,

1995).

3.3.3 Rinderpest enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

antigen

The antigen (Ag) was part of RP competitive enzyme -linked

immunosorbent assay (c-ELISA) kit prepared in Pirbright Laboratory, IAH,

UK. It was in the form of one ml freeze-dried sonicated extract of Madin-

Darby bovine kidney (MDBK) cell culture infected with the attenuated cell

culture adapted RBOK vaccine strain of RPV. The Ag was purified by

sucrose gradient centrifugation. Ag fractions, showing convenient titres

when tested against reference RPV antiserum using check board titration,

were pooled. The Ag was diluted 1:100 in cold sterile phosphate -buffered

saline (PBS) (appendix 1.13) before use.
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3.3.4 Peste des petits ruminants enzyme-linked immunosorbcnt assay

(ELISA) antigen

The Ag was part of PPR c-ELISA kit prepared in Pirbright

Laboratory, IAH, UK. It was in the form of one-ml freeze-dried sonicated

extract of lamb kidney (LK) cell culture adapted PPR vaccine strain of

PPRV. The Ag was prepared as described previously in 3.3.3.

3.4 Samples

3.4.1 Collection of samples from field animals

3.4.1.1 Collection of serum samples

A total of 235 field serum samples (100 camel, 52 sheep, 48 goats

and 35 cattle) were collected from Darfur states of western Sudan, eastern

states, University of Khartoum Farm and CVRL premesis. None of these

animal species were known to have been vaccinated against RP or PPR

disease before or during the time of experimentation.

About 5-10 ml blood was collected by puncture of the jugular veins. Sera

were separated within 24 hours after detachment of the clotted blood from

the tube's edges by gentle tapping of the tube and standing at field

conditions. The separated sera were further spinned at 200xg for 10 minutes

then stored at -20°C until used. Some of the camel sera were inactivated by

incubation at 56°C for 30 minutes.

3.4.1.2 Collection of whole blood samples

Nineteen refrigerated EDTA whole blood samples collected by

William Mogga, UNICEF-Veterinary Authority, Souhtern Sudan were

submitted by OAU to Pirbright Laboratory, IAH, UK for confirmatory

diagnosis. The samples were from two RP-suspected outbreaks in April,

1998 near Torit, Eastern Equatoria, Southern Sudan. All samples were kept

at 4°C till further processing.

3.4.2 Collection of samples from experimental animals

Collection of samples from experimental animals is summerized in

table (1).
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3.4.2.1 Collection of serum samples

Sera were collected from the subject (vaccinated) and control (non-

vaccinated) animals of both breed groups. The Zebu subject animals (2490,

2492, 2493, 2498, 3385, 3386, 3390, 3393 and 3395), were bled before

vaccination (day zero) and then daily starting from day five throughout to

day 21 after vaccination and at day 30 and 35 postvaccination (Table 1).

Postchallenge serum samples from both subject vaccinated and control

(2476, 2478 and 2484) subgroups were collected on day zero (35 days

postvaccination) and then on day one, three, five, seven, nine,l 1,13 and 15

postchallenge.

Serum samples from the Angus breed group on the other hand, were

collected on days zero, five, seven, nine, 12,14, 21, 28, 35, 49, and 56 from

the vaccinated subgroup (TQ94 and TQ95) and day zero (63 days post-

vaccination) two, five, seven, nine, 12 and 14 postchallenge from both

subject and non-vaccinated (TQ96 and TQ97) subgroups (Table I).

About 10 ml of blood was drawn by puncture of the jugular vein.

Sera were separated within 24 hours of incubation at room temperature (18-

25°C) after spinning at 200 x g for 10 minutes. All sera were stored at -20°C

till used.

3.4.2.2 Collection and separation of the peripheral blood mononuclear

cells (PBMCs)

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from the experimental Angus

breed calves and the field samples were prepared according to the method of

Anderson et al (1996) with minor modifications. About 20-30 ml of whole

heparinized blood was collected from each Angus calf while the same

volumes were used for the EDTA - whole blood field samples. The blood

then was spinned at 500-600xg for 10 minutes at 18-20°C using a centra-

GP8R- Rotar 218 centrifuge. About 1 ml of the tube contents containing the

buffy coat just above the RBCs in addition to RBCs was collectd from each

10 ml of the original whole blood sample, pooled into 50ml polypropylene

tube (Falcon). The volume was brought up to 20 ml with sterile Hank's -

balanced salt solution (HBSS) or PBS (appendix 1.3 and 1.13) making an

approximate dilution of 10%. The dilute was mixed gently and 10 ml (ratio
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of 1:2) of histopaque solution (6.41g/dL polysucrose and 10.02g/dL

sodium diatrizoate, density gradient 1083 ± 0.001 g/ml, Sigma)1

was carefully dispensed underneath the diluted blood and spinned at 800xg

for 30 minutes at 18-20°C. The clear buffy band on top of the histopaque

layer (about 5 ml) was collected, transferred to a new 50 ml polypropylene

tube and washed 3x with sterile HBSS or PBS using 8x the harvested

PBMCs volume. The buffy coat was spinned at 400xg at 4°C for 10 minutes.

The pellet was finally resuspended into 2 ml RPMI-1640 medium containing

L-glutamine, 25mM HEPES and 5% FCS. The cells were then counted

using 0.4% trypan blue exclusion stain. Ifnot needed immediately, the cells

were stored at -70°C or in liquid nitrogen after resuspending the counted

cells into lymphocyte storage medium (LSM, appendix 1.15) using 1.8 ml

cryopreservation vials (Nunc)2. Before storage in liquid nitrogen the cells

were subjected to a gradual freezing procedure where duplicate PBMCs

samples were put into pre-cooled cryopreservation vials, kept into butyl

alcohol freezing container and then incubated immediately at -70°C for at

least 24 hours. Following this, the samples were transferred to the liquid

nitrogen container until used. Alternatively, the cryopreservation vials

containing PBMCs were warpped in cotton wool, placed at -20°C in a

polystyrene box overnight, transferred to -70°C deep freezer for 4-6 hours

then stored finally in liquid nitrogen until used.

3.4.2.3 Collection of swabs and autopsies

Occular and nasal swabs were collected at different intervals after

vaccination and later after challenge from both the subject and control Angus

breed subgroups (Table 1). All swabs were stored at -20°C till used.

Organ autopsies, however, were collected from 6 Zebu breed

vaccinated and later challenged as well as nonvaccinated (control) and later

challenged calves on days 6 and 15 postchallenge after they were sacrificed.

Mesenteric, mediastinal, maxillary, prescapular, precrural, femoral and

submaxillary lymph nodes and spleens were collected from each calf. The

autopsies were stored at -20°C till used. However, autopsies from control

non-vaccinated and later challenged Angus breed were collected during

1. Sigma, P.O. Box. 14508, St. Louis, MI, 63178, USA.

2. A/S Nunc, Kamstrup, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark.
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postmortem of calves killed at day eight postchallenge. Prescapular,

mediastinal and mesenteric lymph nodes as well as spleen, abomasum,

small intestine, gall bladder and rectum were collected from the two calves.

All tissues were either frozen at -20°Cor fixed in 10% formal saline until

used.

3.5 Determination of viral pathogenesis

3.5.1 Determination of viral pathogenesis in cell cultures

3.5.1.1 Viral cytopathic effect (CPE) in lymphoblastoid cell lines

B95a and MoMo lymphoblastoid cell lines described earlier in 3.2.3

were used for this purpose. Ten per cent homgenates were prepared from

each autopsy collected previously in 3.4.2.3. Two hundred microlitre of the

clarrified homogenates containing 100 iu/ml penicillin and lOOug/ml

streptomycin were adsorped to overnight monolayers of B95aandMoMo

lymphoblastoid cell lines cultivated at a concentration of 4xl05 cells/ml

RPM1-1640 medium with L-glutamate and 25 mM HEPEs suplemented with

5% FCS. Twelve wells, 22mm diameter each TC plates (Corning)1 were

used. After incubation at 37°C for one hour, the homogenates were removed

and one-ml fresh culture medium was added to each well. Duplicates of each

homogenate and uninfected control wells were included. All culture plates

were incubated at 37°C in presence of 5% CO2 tension and 95% O2

throughout 12 days of incubation.

Freshly harvested and/or stored PBMCs were co-cultivated at a rate of

4xlO6 cells /ml RPM1-1640 medium with B95a and MoMo lymphblastoid

cell lines, respectively, grown either in 22mm diameter TC plates (Corning)

or on coverslips contained into 22mm diameter TC plates using the

procedure described previously in 3.2.3. The PBMCs were treated the same

way as in the case of organ tissue homogenates except that the PBMCS were

not removed after the one hour incubation period but fresh RPMI-1640

medium was added at a volume of 800j.il/ well. Hundred microlitre of

10u.g/ml phytohaemaggulatinin-P (PHA-P) was added to each stored and

recovered PBMCs to assist tissue differentiation. All plates were incubated

and observed for CPE as previously.

1. Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York, 14531, USA.
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3.5.1.2 Indirect immunfluorescent (IIF) antibody technique

A monoclonal antibody-based IIF was used to detect viral Ag in 4-

day - old RPV - infected B95a and MoMo lymphoblastoid cell lines.

Coverslips showing confluent monolayers or very early signs of CPE were

removed, fixed at room temperature through washing 3x with 2 ml Ca2+ and

Mg2+ free sterile PBS (PBSA, appendix III. 1) and incubated for 20 minutes

in 2 ml 3% formaldehdye fixative (PFA, appendix III.2). The covrslips were

again washed with 2 ml PBSA before quenched with 2 ml 50mM NH4C1 in

PBS for 10 minutes. Following this step, the specimens were washed with 2

ml 3x PBSA.

• Ready for staining, the coverslips were first washed in 2 ml 0.2%

PBS-gelatin for 5 minutes (appendix III.3). Using parafilm strips in moist

chamber, the coverslips were incubated at room temperature on top of about

30ul of 10"3 PBSA-gelatin-diluted first Ab (RPV-anti-.P MAb) for 20-30

minutes. With the assistance of PBSA to ease coverslips removal, the

specimen were washed twice with fresh 2 ml PBSA -gelatin buffer followed

by two washings with 2 ml PBSA, 5 minutes each step. Following this, the

cells were stained with 10"3 PBSA-gelatin-diluted second Ab (marinablue

rabbit anti-mouse conjugate)1, for 20-30 minutes at room temperature.

Finally, the cells were washed with 2ml PBSA-gelatin and PBSA,

respectively, for 5 minutes before rinsing the coverslips in DW, drying and

mounting them in about 30ul Mowoil. The slides were subjected to

fluorescent microscopic examination after drying for not less than 45 minutes

at room temperature.

3.5.2 Histopathology technique

Slices of formal saline fixed autopsies from prescapular and

mesenteric lymph nodes as well as the spleen, small and large intestine

collected previously were used for histopathological examinations. Pieces

less than one cm thick were dehydrated by immersion and gentle agitation in

baths of 50, 70 and three changes of 95% ethanol, allowing 90 minutes at

each step. The blocks were then held into isopropanol overnight, followed

by clearance in two 90-minutes washes with xylene. Using a pre-warmed

1. DAKO, UK.
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forceps, the tissue blocks were embedded into molten paraffin wax sufficient

to cover the tissue edges by 2-3mm. With a rocking microtome sections of 4-

6(im thick were cut and floated on 45°C heated water. Using pre-smeared

adhesive microscopic slides single sections were fixed onto the slide surface

and then drained for several minutes or by blotting lightly with moist blotting

paper. The mounted sections were then transferred to a 45°C drying oven for

several hours.

For staining, the sections were dewaxed in xylene and hydrated

through isoprapanol or absolute ethanol, 95, 70 and 50% ethanol to water.

The slides were immersed for 4 minutes at each step. They were then

flooded with Ehirlich's haematoxylin (H) for at least 20 minutes and washed

in running tap water for few minutes until the sections were blue. Following

this, the slides were immersed into 1% acid alcohol for 5-10 seconds, washed

thoroughly in tap-water until the sections were again blue then

counterstained in 1% eosinY (E) in pure water for 10 minutes. The slides

were then washed in running tap-water for 5 minutes and dehydrated through

50, 70,95 and 100% ethanol or isopropanol, cleared in xylene or Histo-Clear

and finally mounted in DPX (distrene 80, plasticizer, xylene). All slides

were examined under a light microscope.

3.5.3 Detection of viral genomes in autopsied samples

3.5.3.1 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification technique

3.5.3.1.1 Extraction of RNAs from autopsies

The extraction of RNA followed the procedure of Chomczynski and

Sacchi (1987) with minor alterations. About 0.5-1.Og of each frozen organ

tissue sample collected from field and experimental animals and finally

processed as previously described was finally minced on a clear sterile petri

dish using sterile forceps and scissors. The tissue were then transferred to a

50 ml polypropylene tube or a glass blender and 4 ml of solution D

(appendix IV. 1 and 2) was added. Keeping as much as possible on ice, the

mixture was thoroughly blended with a hand held glass homogenizer. Ten

per cent of the initial volume (400ul) of 2M sodium acetate, pH4.2 (appendix

IV.4) was added. The tube was shaken briefly. Four ml of unbuffered pure

water saturated phenol (Gibco-BRL) was added and the mixture was

furtherly mixed. About 1/5 of the initial volume (800p.l) of chloroform-
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isoamyl alcohol (appendix IV.3) was added and the whole homogenate was

vigorously mixed for 10 to 20 seconds using a vortex, then left on ice for 20

minutes. Using a high speed refrigerated centrifuge (Sorvall-SS34 rotor), the

mixture was spinned at 4000xg for 20 minutes. The upper aquous phase was

removed into a clean Sorvall tube and the RNA extract was precipitated by

the addition of 2.5 as much absolute ethanol to the volume of the aquous

phase (about 10 ml). The mixture was incubated for either 2 hours at -20°C

or one hour at -70°C. The RNA was then pelleted at 4000xg for 10 minutes,

washed twice with 70% ethanol after centrifugation at 4000xg for 5 minutes

and draining at each step. The pellet was dried partially by inversion of the

tube on a clean tissue towel for a while. The RNA pellet was then

redissolved in 2 ml sterile DDW or diethylpyrocarbonate -treated water

(DEPC- treated H2O, appendix IV.6) and its concentration and purity was

determined by measuring its absorption at 260 and 280 nm wave lengths

(Anderson et ah, 1996). Using Jenway 6105 uvlvis spectrophotometer. To

obtain satisfactory purity when the OD reading at 260nm/ OD reading at

280nm is 1.3 or higher. The RNA concentration was determined according to

the formula;

RNACOW=OD at 260 nm X ditution factor X 40(RNA factor),

(Anderson et ah, 1996). Accordingly, each RNA concentration was adjusted

to 1 mg/ml using DEPE-treated or pure (Milli-Q, MQ) water. All samples

were then stored at -20°C till used.

3.5.3.1.2 Extraction of RNAs from peripheral blood mononuclear cells

(PBMCs) and ocular and nasal swabs

The method used here followed that of Gibco-BRL, life

Technologies, where trizol is a ready-to-use reagent for the isolation of total

RNA from cells and tissues. Pellets of about 18xlO6 cells /mlin50ul

RPM1-1640 medium and one swab per sample were used for RNA

extraction. To each sample, contained into 1.5-ml sterile screw-capped

Eppendorf s tube, lml of trizol reagent (Gibco-BRL) was added. Using

vortex machine, the sample was thoroughly mixed for 10-20 seconds and

then incubated at 15-30°C for 5 minutes. To each sample 200ul of

chloroform was added, the mixture was again shaken vigorously for 15

seconds and incubated at 15 to 30°C for 5 minutes. Using a refrigerated
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microcentrifuge, the samples were then spinned at not more than 12000xg for

15 minutes at 2 to 8°C. Following centrifugation, 400 ul of the upper

colourless aquous phase, about 60% of the initial volume, was transferred to

1.5ml sterile V-shaped Eppendorf s tubes to which 3ul of 20 mg/ml glycogen

(Boehringer Mannheim) was already added. To induce RNA precipitation,

0.5ml of isopropyl alcohol was added to each tube. The sample was mixed

thoroughly for 10-20 seconds using a vortex mixer and incubated thenafter

for 10 minutes at 15-30°C. Following incubation, all samples were spinned

at no more than 12000 xg for 10 minutes at 2-8°C. The gel-like pellet that

formed on the side/or bottom of the Eppendorf s tube was washed twice with

70-75% ethanol after removal of the supernate. Each time the washing

centrifugation velocity was not more than 7500xg for 5 minutes at 2-8°C. At

the end, the RNA pellets were dried briefly by removal of the ethanol and

inversion of the tubes on clean tissue towel. Each RNA was redissolved into

20ul MQ H2O or sterile DDW and the concentration and purity were

determined by OD reading as previously described. The extracts were stored

at -20°C till used.

3.5.3.1.3 Reverse transcription (RT) of the extracted RNAs

3.5.3.1.3.1 Preparation of the RNAs for reverse transcription

To increase the sensitivity and the amplification ability of the

complementary (copy) DNA (cDNA) to virus specific primers (Forsyth and

Barrett, 1995), to each 5ul aliquot (approximately 50^g) of the extracted

RNA 3ul of MQ H2O and 2ul of random hexanucleotide primers (Boehringer

Mannheim) were added in a sterile thin walled 0.75ml microcentrifuge tubes.

Negative and positive controls containing 8ul MQ H2O and 2ul of MV,

respectively making a total of lOul each, were included. The mixture was

incubated at 70°C for 5 minutes, then cooled at room temperature for 10

minutes to allow primer annealing. To ensure that all the samples are at

bottom of the tubes, each tube was spinned briefly (10-20 seconds) at low

speed before opening.

3.5.3.1.3.2 Reverse transcription of the prepared RNAs

To each 10ul of the prepared RNA samples lOul of RT buffer mix

(appendix IV. 10) was added making a total volume of 20ul. The whole

1. Boehringer-Mannheim, P.O. Box. 310 120, D, 6800, Mannheim, 31, Germany.
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content was mixed gently and spinned briefly (10-20 seconds) at low speed

again to ensure all reagents are at bottom of the tube. The mixture was

incubated at room temperature (20-25°C) for 5 minutes and then at 37°C for

30 -60 minutes according to procedure. The final product, the cDNA, was

either processed directly for PCR or stored at -20°C till used.

3.5.3.1.4 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) procedure

The hot-start reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (HS-

RT-PCR) was used for amplification of the cDNA organ tissue -derived

RNA extracts. One taqBead HS polymerase, TaqDNA polymerase

containing approximately 1.25 units of enzyme per wax bead (Promega)1,

was placed into each thermocycler microfuge tube or 0.5ml Eppendorf s

tube. Forty-five microlitre of the HS-RT-PCR buffer mix (appendix IV. 12)

was added to each tube. Finally, 5uJ of each cDNA product was added to

each tube and the sample (50ul) was mixed by brief spinning for 10-20°C

seconds.

The products originated from the PBMCs and ocular and nasal swabs,

however, were transcripted according to the conventional PCR procedure.

To each 45ul of the PCR buffer mix (appendix IV. 11) 5ul of a cDNA was

added. The samples then were treated as those of the HS-RT-PCR.

In both cases the foreward (Nl) and backward (reverse, N2) universal

morbillivirus primers {234 base pair (bp) in size} were used in the PCR

buffer mix. However, the outer RPV-F specific primers (F3b and F4d, 452

bp) and the inner RPV-F specific primers (F3a and F4a, 235 bp) were used in

the HS-RT-PCR and nested PCR, respectively. The bovine P-actin gene (cell

RNA -specific primers, BA1 and BA2) which are 275 bp were used in the

conventional PCR amplification for control purposes. All tubes were then

placed in the PCR machine (Programmable Thermal Controller, PT-100)2

and the following programme was adopted:

1. Promega, 2800 Woods Hollow Road, Madison, WI 53711, USA.

2. MJ Research, Inc., 149 Grove Street, Waterflawn, MA 02172, USA.
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Step No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Temperature (°C)

94

50

72

94

Repeat step two 3 Ox

50

72

4 (optional)

Time

2 minutes

30 seconds

1 minute

30 seconds

-

30 seconds

10 minutes

Hold

3.5.3.1.5 Analysis of PCR products in gels

Five microlitre of the gel mixture of each PCR product and the 5x gel

loading buffer (LB) (2\x\ PCR product + 8ul 5xLB, Pharmacia)1 was loaded

into each lane of the 1.5% agarose electrophoresis grade gel prepared in lx

Tris-boric acid-EDTA (TBE, appendix IV.8, IV. 14). 5x lOObp oligo-

nucleotides marker ladder (appendix IV. 16) was included. The

electrophoresis apparatus (Minisub DNA cell) was run at 100 voltage for 45

and/or 60 minutes. Each gel was exposed to UV light and photographs of the

pattern where obtained using an automatic film developing camera.

3.5.3.1.6 Sequencing of the PCR products

The PCR product sequencing technique with T7 polymerase

(sequenase 2.0) was used for sequencing of the cDNA (Brown, 1995).

Positive PCR products from autopsies of the non-vaccinated controls and

later RPV-RB strain challenged Zebu breed yearling calves and Sudan/98

field isolate were sequenced. To each 5ul PCR product (cDNA) lul SAP

(Shrimp alkaline phosphatase) and lul Exol (exonuclease 1, USB/

Amersham)2 were added into 0.5 ml sterile Eppendorf s tubes. The mixture

was then incubated sequentially at 37 and 80°C for 15 minutes each for

digestion. Following this, 5ul of the digested DNA was added to a reaction

1. Pharmacia-LKB, Bjokgatan 30, 751 82 Uppsala, Sweden.

2. Amersham International, Lincoln Place, Green End, Aylesbury, Bucking Hamshare

HP20 2TP, UK.
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mix made up of 4ul MQ H2O and lul universal sequencing primer (5

pmol/ul). The mixture was then heated at 100°C for 3 minutes, cooled on ice

for 5 minutes to induce annealing, and finally spinned briefly at low speed

for 10-20 seconds to insure that all the liquid is collected at the bottom of the

tube. For the labelling / extension step, lOul of the already prepared

labelling reaction mix (appendix IV. 13) was added to the annealed

primer/DNA (10ul) and the reactants were incubated at room temperature

(20-25°C) for 5 minutes after mixing by gentle up and down pipetting.

Meanwhile, 2.5ul of each termination mix (150 uM of each of the four

dNTPs and 15uM of the specific ddNTP) was dispensed into a separate well

in 96-well microtitre plate, sealed and the plate was incubated at 37°C for 1-2

minutes. To each of the 2.5u.l incubated termination mix 4.5ul of the

sequence/labelling reaction mix was added, mixed by up and down pipetting

then incubated at 37°C for 5-10 minutes. At the end of the incubation period

5|il of the stop solution (5x marker, appendix IV. 16) was added to the side of

each well and the plate was gently tapped on the bench to knock the stop

solution into the sequence reactions. The final products were either analysed

directly on an already prepared sequencing gel or stored at -20°C till

processed later.

3.5.3.1.7 Analysis of the sequenced PCR products in the sequencing gel

Freshly prepared and/or -20°C stored PCR products for sequencing

were used for analysis in sequencing gel. The latter products were heated at

75-80°C for 3 minutes before loading on the gel. Using 1.5u.l per track, the

sequence reactions were run at 75W on a large sequence gel (appendix,

IV. 15) using a vertical electropharesis sequencing gel apparatus (FB-SEQ

3545, Fisher)1 and one litre 3M sodium acetate (pH 7.4) for the buffering

system (appendix IV.5). Thirty minutes later V2 volume of the 3M sodium

acetate added initially to the bottom buffer chamber (150ml) was added to

the same buffer chamber. The gel was then run for a further 2.5 hours until

the light blue labelling dye was about 12 cm from the bottom of the gel. The

1. Fisher Scientific Company, UK.
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gel was then dried on an automatic gel drier for about one hour, mounted on

a film cassette before it is autoradiographed. Sequence data were fed to the

computer and were aligned using the University of Wisconsin Programme

and the phylogenetic analysis was compared with those of other RPVs using

thePHYLIP DNADIST and KITSCH Programme (Felsenstein, 1990).

3.6 Determination of the humoral immune response (HIR)

The purpose of this was to monitor the postvaccination and later

postchallenge immune responses of the experimental calves through titration

of their sera using c-ELISA technique.

3.6.1 Origin and preparation of the reagents

All reagents were in kit form obtained from the Food and Agriculture

organization World Reference Laboratory for Rinderpest (FAO WRLRP),

Pirbright, IAH, UK, either in a form of freeze-dried material or other forms

(appendix II).

The rinderpest ELISA antigen (RP ELISA Ag) is a Madin-Darby

bovine kidney (MDBK) cell culture adapted RBOK vaccine strain of RPV

supplied in one ml freeze-dried amounts.

The peste des peptits ruminants ELISA antigen (PPR ELISA Ag) is a

lamb kidney (LK) cell-cultured adapted PPR vaccine strain of PPRV

supplied in one ml freeze-dried amounts.

Control sera were supplied as one ml freeze-dried material of RP and

PPR strong positive (percentage inhibition, PI, 80-100) RP and PPR weak

positive (PI 51-81) and RP negative bovine and PPR negative lamb sera (PI

-25 to + 25).

One ml freeze-dried monoclonal antibody (MAb) directed against RP

and PPR haemagglutinins (H) were supplied as hybridoma culture supernate.

Their production procedure followed that of standard MAb one, where spleen

cells obtained from RPV-H and PPRV-H immunized mice, respectively,

were fused with mice myloma cell lines essentially. The resulting

hybridomas were cutlured and screened for their specificity to secrete anti

RPV-H and PPRV-H Abs, respectively. Furthermore, they were subcloned

to ensure homogenicity and their titres were determined against their

reference Ags.
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Freeze-dried rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobulins (Igs) conjugated to

horseradish peroxidase (HRPO) were obtained from Pirbright Laboratory,

IAH, UK.

3.6.2 Test procedure

The solid-phase microtitre c-ELISA was used for quantitative and

qualitative monitoring of the test sera. Flat-battomed polystyrene micro-

ELISA plates (Nunc-immuno Maxisorb plates) were used. The procedure

followed that of Anon (1991) (Fig 1) where volumes of 50ul of each reagent

and solution, if not else recommended, were used throughout the steps of the

test. The incubation temperature was 37°C for one hour during each step and

plates were washed 3x after each step.

The whole procedure was conducted as follows:-

Step I: Passive adsorption of the pre-titrated Ag diluted to 10"2 in PBS

(appendix II. 1).

Step II: Dispensing of 1:5 dilutions of the test and control sera. The

dilution was made by addition of IOJJ.1 of the test sera to the pre-added 40|il

blocking buffer (BB, appendix II.2). This was followed by addition of 50ul

of the 10"2 pre-titrated MAb. The conjugate control wells, on the other hand,

received 100u.l BB.

Step III: Addition of 10"3 BB-diluted rabbit antimouse HRPO-conjugate.

Step IV: Addition of the immediately -prepared and H2O2 -contained ortho-

phenylene diamine (OPD, appendix II.3). The plate was incubated at room

temperatue for 10 minutes, then the reaction was stopped by the addition of

theIMH2SO4.

A multichannel spectrophotometric ELISA plate reader (Multiskan)

fitted with an interference filter of492nm read the test. The means of the

results were expressed in terms of percentage inhibition (PI) according to the

formula:

PI=100- {(mean OD of test Wells/Mean OD of cm) xlOO}

Where OD is the optical density value of the tested reagents.

Inhibition values greater than 50% are considered RPV or PPRV positive

sera.
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The internal quality control values read as follows:

Strong positive (++)

Weak positive (+)

Negative (-)

MAb control

Conjugate control

80 to 100%

51 to 81

-25 to 25

-19 to+20

95 to 105

The MAb control OD must be between 0.4 to 1.0.

3.7 Determination of the cell-mediated immune (CMl) response

Peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) separation was described

previously in 3.4.3. Concentrations of 1.0 x 106 cells/ml where prepared from

each PBMCs sample using RPMI-1640 medium (containing L-glutamate, 25

mM HEPES, 100 i.u/ml penicillin, 100|.ig/ml streptomycin and 5% FCS) and

0.4% trypan blue exclusion dye. Triplicates of l.OxlO5 cells/lOOul /well of

each PBMCs sample were cultured in round-bottomed 96 well polystyrene

tissue culture plates (Corning). A hundred microlitres of pre-determined

concentrations of 10j.ig/ml/well and 100 TCIDso%/ml of (PHA-P, Sigma) and

heat-inactivated RBOK vaccine strain, respectively, were incorporated into

the tripticate sets of each PBMCs sample. Unstimulated cell sets and mitogen

stimulated sels were included as negative and positive controls, respectively.

All plates were incubated for five days at 37°C at 5% CO2 tension and 95%

atmospheric pressure. Towards the last 18 hours of incubation all the plates

were pulsed with 20[al/wellof 10|,tci/ml (3H-Tdr). At the end of incubation

period the cells were harvested into printed filtermat A-glass fiber filters

(125x258mm, Turku, Finland) using a scintilation machine harvester (LKB).

Following drying for not less than one hour at 79°C, each filter paper was

packed in a sample bag for membrance (125x258 mm, Turku, Finland),

lubricated withl5 ml optiscint Hisafe fluid, sealed and mounted onto a

cassette fitted with protocol No. 9 to be read by a programmed scintilation

machine. Blastogenic responses for 3H-Tdr up-take were expressed as a

mean stimulation index (SI) as follows:
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Shhymidine ^CPMs/CPMu

Where;

CPMs: count per minute of stimulated cells

CPMu: count per minute of unstimulated cells

Stimulation indices (Sis) > 2.5 are regarded RPV positive cell responders.
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Fig. (1): Plate layout of the competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

(c-ELISA)
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Cc: Conjugate control.

C-: Negative serum control.

C+: Weak positive serum control.

C++: Strong positive serum control.

Cm: Monoclonal antibody control.

S: Test serum (vertical duplicate).
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS

4.1 Characterization of rinderpest viruses

4.1.1 Rinderpest virus vaccine strain

The attentuated RBOK vaccine strain in the 101 passage level in

BKCC was used for vaccination in subject Zebu breed calves. The batch of

the virus used for vaccination was produced in CVRL premesis. The virus

was identified by AGID, CIEF and/or SN tests using reference rabbit

hyperimmune serum against RP. Classical CPE characteristic of RPV with a

titre of 10505 TCID5o% /ml was produced in BKCC in this study. Genome

sequencing of the virus showed that it is only 0.55% amino acid different

from the parent virulent RBOK strain.

4.1.2 Rinderpest virus- reedbuck (RPV-RB) challenge strain

The RPV-RB SBKCC passage 3 used for challenge of the Zebu breed

calves also produced classical RPV CPE in BKCC with a titre of 10435

TCID5o% /ml. Genome sequencing of the virus showed that it was similar

phylogenetically to RPV-RB/72.

4.1.3 Rinderpest virus-Saudi 1/81 challenge strain

The RPV-Saudi 1/81 strain used for challenge of the Angus breed

was also characterized and was found to be similar phylogenetically to the

known virulent Saudi 1/81 strain.

4.2 Pathogenesis of rinderpest viruses

4.2.1 The effect of rinderpest virus challenge strains in susceptible

control experimental animals

The effect of RPV challenge strains in the susceptible control Zebu

and Angus subgroups are shown in table (2) and Figs. (2), (3), and (5).

Pronounced RP clinical signs and postmortem lesions were observed in the

susceptible Angus subgroup. Only slight depression and mild clinical signs

were observed in the susceptible Zebu subgroup. No mortalities occurred

among this subgroup. One out of the two susceptible Angus calves died.

The effect of RPV strains on TWBC values was shown in Fig. (4).

Both RPV-RBOK vaccine and RPV -Saudi 1/81 challenge strains caused
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reduction in the initial TWBC. Mean % TWBC of 65.8 and 29.2 were

recorded, respectively. Lecuopenia (50% initial reduction in TWBC) was

observed in RPV-Saudi 1/81-infected control Angus breed subgroup.

4.2.2 Histopathology of the rinderpest virus-infected organs

Histopathological sections showed generalized depletion of the

lymphoid cells in the infected lymphoid tissues (Fig 6). Some of the cortical

areas were devoid of lymphocytes while the lymphocytes themselves were

scattered. Cellular debris were seen in some areas.

4.2.3 Recovery of rinderpest virus challenge strains from tissues of

'; RPV-susceptible experimental animals

RPV-Saudi 1/81 challenge strain was successfully recovered in tissue

culture from PBMCs of the infected control Angus subgroups from day two

postchallenge till death or sacrifice of the calves on day eight.

RP viral CPE indicative of viral recovery in lymphoid and monocyte

cell lines is shown in Fig. (7). Classical multinucleated cell syncytia

formation preceeded by cell aggregation was observed. Sometimes some

stellate cells were also seen.

No CPE could be detected in cell lines inoculated with PBMCs from

RPV-RB challenged susceptible control Zebu subgroup.

4.2.4 Detection of viral antigens in infected tissues by indirect

Imniunofluorescence (IIF)

Positive immunofluorescence was observed in modified monocyte

human (MoMo) cell lines co-cultured with PBMCs obtained from RPV-

Saudi 1/81- infected control Angus calves (Fig.8). Immunofluorescence was

observed from day two postinfection throughout till death or sacrifice on day

eight.

4.2.5 Detection of viral genomes by complementary deoxyribonucleotide

(cDNA) polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology

Electrophoretic patterns of viral genomes in infected cells are

illustrated in Figs. (9) and (10). Bands of viral genomes appear in gels

coinciding with oligonucleotides measuring 452 bp in the positive control

bands.

Electrophoretic patterns of viral genomes of RBOK vaccine strain

were detected in PBMCs of subject vaccinated Angus subgroup (TQ94 and
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TQ95) in samples taken on day two to 9 postvaccination (Fig. 9a) and in

ocular swabs on day nine, 12 and 14 postvaccination (Fig. 9b and 9c).

Viral genomes were also retrieved from ocular and nasal swabs of

calve No. TQ94 and TQ95 on day five, seven, nine and 14 postchallenge

(Fig. 9b and 9c). Bands coinciding with viral genomes were obtained in gels

loaded with PCR products from mediastinal lymph node of actively

immunized Zebu calf No. 3390 on day six of challenge (Fig 10c).

Electrophoretic patterns of viral genomes were demonstrated in

ocular and nasal swabs from susceptible control Angus calves No.TQ96 and
; TQ97 on day five of challenge till death or sacrifice on day eight (Fig 10a).

Viral gene pattern coinciding with the positive control bands measuring 452

bp were demonstrated in mesenteric, mediastinal, prescapular, submaxillary

lymph nodes and spleen of a susceptible control Zebu calf No. 2476 on day

six of challenge (Fig 10b). Except for the maxillary and femoral lymph

nodes, all the previous examined tissues showed presence of viral genomes

using nested PCR technology.

No viral genomes could be detected in autopsies from both subject

and susceptible control Zebu subgroups demonstrated after day 15

postchallenge.

Electrophoretic patterns of viral genomes were demonstrated in

PBMCs from field cases suspected to be RPV - infected cattle in Torit,

Southern Sudan. Bands coinciding with the positive control ones measuring

235 bp were observed. Genome sequencing of the isolate related the virus

phylogenetically to the African lineage type 1.

4.3 Immune response

4.3.1 Immune response of vaccinated experimental animals to challenge

No increase in body temperature was detected in the actively

immunized Zebu and Angus subgroups when challenged 35 and 63 days

postvaccination, respectively (Fig 2, 3 and 4).

A maximum rise in % TWBC was shown by immunized Angus

subgroup on day five of vaccination when calves TQ94 and TQ95 recorded

percentages of 139.3 and 133, respectively.
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4.3.2 Serum antibody levels of the vaccinated experimental animals

The serum antibody level of the subject vaccinated Zebu and Angus

subgroups are shown in Fig (11) and (12), respectively. Six out of nine of

the vaccinated Zebu calves' sera demonstrated positive RPV-Abs with a

mean percentage inhibition (PI) of 61.6 three weeks postvaccination. No RP

antibodies could be detected in sera of 3/9. These animals showed positive

PPRV-Abs in their prevaccination sera (table 3).

Sera from the vaccinated Angus subgroup calves gave positive RPV-

Abs to vaccination with a mean peak postvaccination PI of 80.5 fifty-six

days postvaccination.

4.3.3 Serum antibody levels of the vaccinated and challenged

experimental animals

Serum antibody levels of the actively immunized and later challenged

Zebu and Angus subgroups to challenge with RPVs are shown in Fig (11)

and (12), respectively. The mean highest postchallenge PI of the vaccinated

Zebu subgroup calves was 66.6, while those of the two Angus subgroups was

82.

4.3.4 Cell-mediated immune (CMI) response

Trypan blue exclusion staining for in vitro testing of the Angus breed

PBMCs showed high populations of lymphocytes. Percentages of

lymphocyte purity and viability of more than 97 and 95 were attained,

respectively.

The CMI response of the vaccinated and later challenged subgroup is

illustrated in Fig. (13). Stimulation indices (Sis) as high as 13.2 and 3.9 were

illustrated by calves No. TQ94 and TQ95 on day five and 35 postvaccination,

respectively. Stimulation index of 17.55 was shown by calf No. TQ94 on

day two of challenge.

None of the two susceptible control subgroup calves (TQ96 and

TQ97) showed positive CMI response to the challenge virus and a mean peak

SI of 1.41 was attained on day seven of challenge.
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4.4 Determination of rinderpest virus (RPV) and peste des petits

ruminants virus (PPRV) antibody levels in sera from field

samples

Rinderpest virus and PPRV Ab levels in sera from camel, sheep and

goat field samples are shown in table (3).

No RPV- Abs was detected in sera of species tested. All species

tested had PPRV-Abs in varying percentages.
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Table (2)

Clinical findings and postmortem lesions of the non-vaccinated

RPV- susceptible experimental calves infected with RPV-RB (Zebu)

And RPV-Saudi 1/81 (Angus) virulent strains

Animal breed
Zebu

Angus

Clinical findings
Slight depression, serous lacrimation, 1-2 discrete vesicle in

the lower gum, pasty faeces.

Increased temperature (41.1°C), profuse serous lacrimation

and salivation primarilary and later mucopurulent, vesicular

and later ulcerative stomatitis, conjunctivitis, enlarged

superficial lymph nodes, blood-streaked pasty faeces-

diarrhoea

Postmortem lesions
Enlarged prescapular and submaxillary lymph

nodes, slight abomasal and intestinal congestion.

Catarrhal inflammation of the nasal mucosae,

gingivitis, injected hard palate, haemorrhagic

catarrhal enteritis espically of the ileocaecal

junction, abomastitis, zebra markings in the colon,

colitis with bile-tinged blood, enlarged lymph nodes
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Table (3)

Numbers and percentages of positive RPV
and PPRV-Abs in field samples from camel, sheep, goat

and cattle

Animal species

Camel
Sheep
Goat

•Cattle

Total No. of sera

100
52
48
35

RPV-Abs
No. of +ve

0
0
0
0

%
0
0
0
0

PPRV-Abs
No. of +ve

14
27
27
4

%
14

51.9
56.2
11.4

Sera of experimental yearling calves used in CVRL, Sudan.
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Fig.(2): Temperature records of the subject vaccinated (TQ94 and TQ95) and non-vaccinated control {TQ96
and TQ97) Angus breed calves after vaccination and challenge with RPV-RBOK vaccine and RPV-RB strain
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Fig.(3): Mean temperature records of the subject vaccinated and non -vaccinated control Zebu breed calves
after challenge with RPV - RB strain 35 days postvaccination
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Fig.(4): Percentage of total white blood cells (TWBC) of the subject vaccinated (TQ94 and TQ95) and non-
vaccinated control (TQ96 and TQ97) Angus breed calves after vaccination and challenge with RPV-RBOK

vaccine and RPV - Saudi 1/81 strain
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Fig.(5): Vesiculoulcerative gingivitis (arrows) of the lower gum
of 6 days RPV-Saudi 1/81 infected Angus breed calf

Fig .(6): Mesenteric lymph node from 8 days RPV-Saudi 1/81-
infected Angus calf showing medullary (M) and cortical
(C) lymphocyte depletion and lymphoid tissue
degeneration (H&E,40x)
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Fig.(7): syncyteal cell formation in 8-day-infected B95a lymphoblastoid cell
lines using PBMCs from 5 days RPV- Saudi 1/81 - infected control

Angus ca!f(H&E,l00x)

Fig.(8) : Indirect imniunofluorescence staining with anti-P marinablue
monoclonal antibodies of 4 days PRV- Saudi 1/81 - infected MoMo
cell lines showing immunofluorescence on cell cytoplasm and
cytoplasmic membrane (lOOx)
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rig.
of the RPV-RBOK strain recovered from vaccinated

Angus subgroup calves

specific
DNA
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(452)
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9a. Animal TQ 94 (PBMCs)
M: Marker (lOObp ladder, appendix IV.16)
+ : Positive control
-: Negative control
8: Day 2 Postvaccination (+ve)
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(452)
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M l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

9b. Animal TQ 94 (ocular swabs)
M: Marker ( lOObp ladder )
1 : Prevaccination (day 0, -ve) 9: Day 0 postchallcngc (PC,-vc)
2: Day 2 postvaccination ( PV, -ve) 10: Day 2 PC (-ve)
3: Day 5 PV (-ve) 11 :Day 5 PC(-ve)
4: Day 7 PV (-vc) 12: Day 7 PC(-ve)
5: Day 9 PV (+vc) 13: Day 9 PC(+vc)
6,7,8: Day 2,5,7 PV (-ve)
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9c. Animal TQ 95 (ocular swabs)
M: Marker (lOObp ladder)
1 : Prevaccination (day 0, -vc)
5 and 6: Day 12and 14 postvaccination (+vc)
8: Day 5 Postchallengc (+ve)
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Fig. (10): Electrophoretic patterns of cDNA PCR products of RPV-
Saudi 1/81 and RB strain recovered from challenged Angus
and Zebu breed calves using cell RNA -specific primers (a) and
RPV-F specific outer primers (b and c).
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Fig.(11): Mean antibody levels of the subject vaccinated (V), vaccinated non-responder (VNR) and non-
vaccinated control (C) Zebu breed calves after vaccination and challenge with RPV-RBOK vaccine andRPV-

RB strain
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Fig.(12):Serum antibody levels of the subject vaccinated (TQ94 and TQ95) and non-vaccinated
control (TQ96 and TQ97) Angus breed calves after vaccination and challenge with RPV-RBOK

vaccine and Saudi 1/81 strain
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S

Fig.(13): Stimulation indices (Sis) of the RPV-stimulated PBMCs of the subject vaccinated (TQ94 and TQ95)
and non-vaccinated control (TQ96 and TQ97) Angus breed calves
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION

The aim of this research work is to investigate the multifactorial nature

of the unsettled problem of continuous prevalence of RP in this part of

Africa. The studies cover the pathogenic potential of the virus, the

susceptibility and the immune response of the calves which are the principal

hosts with some epidemiological aspects of the disease including the role that

could possibly be played by animal species other than cattle.

Considering the variation in the genetic constitution of the two

animal groups and the virulence of the two challenge strains, experimental

studies of RPVs pathogenesis revealed that both susceptible Zebu and Angus

subgroups succumbed to infection when challenged with RPV-RB and RPV-

Saudi 1/81 strains, respectively. However, there were marked differences in

the virus pathogenicity between the two breeds. Based on clinical signs and

postmortem lesions the overall findings in Zebu breed subgroup were slight

depression and serous lacrimation, enlargment of some of the superficial

lymph nodes and one to two discrete gum vesicles with slight abomasal and

intestinal congestion in one of the experimental calves. Complete absence of

fever was a characteristic feature in this group. Contrary to this, classical

RPV findings were demonstrated in the susceptible Angus subgroup. Given

the fact that difference in breed and virulence can affect directly RPV

pathogenicity (Blood and Radostits, 1989), the presences of PPRV-Abs in

pretreatment sera of some of the Zebu breed calves might have modulated

the disease picture through cross-neutralization with the virulent RPVs

(Diallo et ah, 1995). Anderson and McKay (1994) and Al Amin and Hassan

(1999) had already demonstrated the presence of PPRV-Abs in RPV enzootic

areas including Sudan. The mild nature of infection and absence of some

cardinal signs shown by some Zebu calves in this study is in agreement with

Anderson et ah (1996) who also reported high inherited innate resistance

with absence of one or more of RP cardinal signs.
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In this study in typically RP infected cases histopathological

examinations of most of the epitheloid and lymphoid target organs showed a

high involvement of the lymphoid tissues. Extensive medullary and cortical

lymphoid tissue degeneration with lymphocyte depletion were the common

feature of RPV pathogenesis.

Previous observations obtained by Thiery (1956a), Khera (1958) and

Tajima and Ushijima (1971) stating that necrosis within germinal centres of

infected cattle lymph nodes was the first pathological lesion that is usually

seen. Furthermore, B-lymphocytes-dependent areas might become

completely devoid of lymphoblasts. The germinal centres usually diminish

in size, or number or even disappear. Subsequently, viral CPE and necrosis

appear in the rest of the cortex, paracortex and medulla. Lymphoid cell

pyknosis and karyorrhexis are frequently seen in the cortex with large

reticular cells adjacently containing cellular debris in their cytoplasm.

Nevertheless, syncytia occur only in the paracortex of lymph nodes, which is

predominantly populated with alphal/beta T-cells (Khera,1958).

Cytoplasmic and later Cowdry type B intranuclear eosinophilic inclusions

are detected routinely in reticular cells, endothelial cells lining the sinuses,

macrophages free in the sinuses and multinucleated syncytia (Ushijima et ah,

1968). These inclusions contain viral Ags that stain specifically with

fluorescent antibody (FA). However, these Ags are commonly revealed

under electron microscopy in the form of numerous tubular strands

representing viral nucleoproteins and nucleocapsids (Plowright and Ferris,

1959; Tajima and Ushijima, 1971) and only detected in later stages of

infection (Liess, 1963; Ushijima et ah, 1968). Contrary to this, Rossiter and

Wardley (1985) could demonstrate the preference of RPV to grow in blasting

lymphocytes which are proportionally much more abundant in germinal

follicles than in the rest of cortex and paracortex. The explanation of this is

that, initially, the virus can grow only in B-lymphocytes in the germinal

centres after which it spreads to infect T-cells blasting in response to the

viruses and other blastogenic stimuli leading to syncytia and necrosis

(Rossiter et ah, 1993).
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Using bovine monocytes and monocyte-derived macrophages Rey

Nores et al. (1995) showed that both cells were targets for a relatively slow

but productive infection by RPV strains compared to other cell lines.

In this study the infectivity of RPV-Saudi 1/81 virulent strain was

investigated using two cell lines. The time of the detection of the CPE and

its pattern was observed to be earlier and more pronounced in B95a, a

marmoset lymphoblastoid cell lines than in the modified monocyte human

(MoMo) cell lines. This could be due to species difference of the origin of

the two cell lines on one hand and variations in mitotic and metabolic rates of

the individual cell line on the other hand (Rossiter et al., 1993). The

production of RP characteristic CPE with expression of II and N proteins in

Rey Nores et al. (1995) investigation simulate the findings in this study.

Convenient expression of P-protein in B95a and MoMo cell lines using anti-

P protein MAb and IIF staining technique was demonstrated as early as day

four of infection. Since viruses and viral genomes were retrieved from

PBMCs in this experiment from day two postchallenge till death of the

Infected animals on day eight, immunofiuorescence can provide a direct and

easy diagnostic confirmatory test using PBMCs compared to CPE detection.

However, the type of the MAb used is very crutial. Similar to Sullivan et al.,

(1975) finding in human MV infection but contrary lo those of Gcndlcman et

al., (1986) in sheep lentiviruses and Maury (1994) in equine infectious

anaemia virus (EIAV), the use of in vitro differentiation of bovine monocytes

to macrophages did not increase their susceptibility to RPV infection.

The fact that both RPV-RBOK vaccine strain and the Saudi 1/81

virulent strain caused a drop in the initial counts of the TWBC in Angus

vaccinated and susceptible control subgroups, suggests an initial

immunosuppressive effect of RPVs. Considering 50% initial reduction in the

TWBC as leucopenia, mean TWBC values of 65.8 and 29.2% were shown

by vaccinated and control Angus subgroups, respectively, five to seven days

postinfection. This finding agreed with Kobune e/a/., (1976) and Fukuda

and Yamanouchi (1981), who stated that virulent RPV strains were

immunosuppressive. It has been assumed, that MV, antigenically close to

RPV, suppresses the immune system throuogh replicating in, and damaging

B-lymphocytes, T-lymphocytes and monocytes (Hyypia et al., 1985;
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McChesney et al., 1987; Salonen <?/a/., 1988). Nonetheless, monocytes but

not the lymphocytes are the main leucocyte targets during natural MV

infection (Esolen et al., 1993). This was found to be the case in RPV in vitro

studies (Rossiter and Wardley, 1985). Many members of morbillivirus,

however, were found to be immunosupperessive (Appel et al., 1982;

McChesney and Oldstone, 1989).

The fate of RPV-infected cells was traced previously. It was found

that RPV down regulates the expression of CD46 protein, a process that

increases the liklihood of infected cells being lysed by complement. Apart

from MV, none of the other investigated morbilliviruses was capable of

showing this phenomenon. However, unlike the case in MV, the RPV-H

protein alone is capable of eliciting the down regulation response renderning

the phenomenon unrelated to receptor binding (Galbraith et ah, 1998)..

The previous conclusion of Plowright (1964) and Liess and Plowright

(1964) stating that there was a correlation between viraemia, the

development of clinical signs and virus excretion by various routes of

infected animals is reinforced in this investigation. Viral genomes from

RPV- susceptible calves were retrieved from PBMCs on day two and ocular

and nasal swabs on day five postinfection till death on day eight. Most of the

examined lymphoid tissues also demonstrated presence of viral genomes on

day six postinfection.

Similar to what had been shown by Rweyemamu et al., (1974) on

using TC technique, the study detected viral genomes in mediastinal lymph

nodes of an actively immunized calf at six days postinfection without

showing apparent gross pathological lesions. Nonetheless, none of the

tissues were examined histologically. Using the intranasal route for

challenge, they attributed the presence of virus in trace amounts in the

tonsilar tissues to localized virus replication in a few localized target cells.

However, on using relatively moderate virus strain and the subcutanous route

of inoculation for challenge experiment their demonstration of virus presence

in these tissues might imply systemic involvment rather than localized

reaction.

The retrieval of 7/9 viral genomes from lymphoid tissues of RPV-

RB-infected Zebu calves using nested PCR compared to 5/9 using
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conventional PCR reflects the sensitivity of RPV-F specific inner primers of

the former technique which depends on the use of additional primers.

Contrary to what has been widely accepted that RPV-RBOK live

vaccine strain is not shed in ocular and nasal excretions (Plowright, 1964;

Liess and Plowright, 1964; Taylor et al, 1965; Rweyemamu et al., 1974)

viral genomes were retrieved from ocular swabs on day nine, 12 and 14

postvaccination; a finding indicating that RPV-RBOK live vaccine strain

replicates in ocular epithelial cells. Moreover, the relatively late detection of

viral nucleic acid compared to that of RPV-Saudi 1/81 virulent strain might

be due to the degree of attenuation of the virus.

Immunologically, in this investigation only 6/9 of the subject

vaccinated Zebu subgroup seroconverted 17 days postvaccination compared

to 2/2 Angus subgroup, a fact similar to that of Opuda-Asibo ef a/. (1993)

where they detected seroconvertion three weeks postvaccination in 50% of

their subject ankole cattle versus 100% Friesians.

IgG, the major humoral Ab isotype was found to be detectable on day

11, approximately three days later than IgM and maintained a high level until

challenge (Anderson et al., 1983).

In this study slight insignificant rise in mean Ab titres were observed

at day five of vaccination and the first positive HIR was dectected between

day 14 and 17 of vaccination when mean percentage inhibition (PI) of 51.5

were showed by both breeds. The increasing trend of Ab titre was continued

among the Angus subgroup and mean peak PI of 80.5 were demonstrated at

day 56 of vaccination. However, the mean peak PI (61.6) among Zebu

subgroup was detected as early as day 21 of vaccination and was followed by

a slight decline, maintaining a plateau pattern till challenge on day 35

postvaccination. Albeit slight earlier detection of IgG on day 11

postvaccination was shown by Anderson et al., (1982), these observations

are similar to previous reports (Sharma and Murty, 1974 and Sharmae^ al,

1985).

Contrary to the insignificant rise in the mean Ab titres shown by the

challenge of immunized Angus subgroup (increase in PI from 80.5 to 82%),

the Zebu subgroup strongly seroconverted and mean peak PI of 66.8 was

detected five days postchallenge compared to postvaccination mean peak PI
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of 61.6. The fact that the primary response is relatively weak probably

because of the initial immunosuppressive nature of the virus, together with

the fact that the challenge did elicit a strong yet slow anamnestic response

may explain this. Nonetheless, other factors among which breed difference

should not be overlooked. On the other hand, detection of PPRV-Abs in sera

of the RP- vaccinated non-responder Zebu subgroup calves might justify

non-responsiveness owing to cross-neutralization with the vaccine virus.

The failure of the non-vaccinated control Angus breed subgroup to

produce Abs although they were housed incontact with the subject

' vaccinated Angus subgroup which were found to shed RPV-RBOK vaccine

during the vaccination periodcouldbeattributed to the quantity of the virus

shed and /or to the attenuation of the virus itself.

Previous studies showed that there was a high correlation between

VNAb and IgG, the major component for quantitation of HIR against RPV

(Libeau etal, 1992).

In comparison with previous investigations of Alder and Rabinowitz

(1973); Elfenbein and Rosenberg (1973); McChesney et ah, (1987);

Mathews and Roehrig, (1989) and Tierney and Simpson-Morgan 1997), the

study reinforced the fact that mitogens and viral Ags can stimulate and/or

suppress both B and T-lymphocytes in vitro.

With exception to splenic cells and PBMCs, Shimizu and Shimizu

(1979) detected lymphoproliferative response (LPR) in all transmissible

gastroenteritis virus (TGIV)-infectged pigs' tissue seven days postinfection.

Maximum Sis were attained ten to 14 days later. In this investigation one of

the two of the vaccinated Angus breed subgroup showed LPR in their

PBMCs while the PBMCs of the other animal were refractory to in vitro

stimulation with the heat-inactiviated RPV-RBOK vaccine strain. Gradual

increase in LPR was observed from day five of vaccination. However, only

on day 21 positive LPR was detected when SI of 3.21 was obtained.

Maximum response equivalent to 13.2 was reached at day 35 of vaccination,

a finding different to that of Shimizu and Schimizu (1979) where they found

only transient proliferative effect with no Ag-reactive cells 20-30 days

postinoculation. This might be due to difference in nature of the viruses used

in the two experiments.
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The endemicity of RP in many parts of the developing world is well

established. In Africa, this condition necessiates planning of effective

vaccination programmes aiming to contain the disease in the affected parts of

the continent. Currently in all programmes Plowright RPV-RBOK live

vaccine is used. The protocol is based on the conduct of mass vaccination in

an attempt to immunize almost all the cattle population followed by annual

vaccination of the new-crop calves. Despite these intensive measures,

however, some clinically and/or laboratory confirmed RP outbreaks have

been reported in Sudan (Rossiter, 1995). An overall low immunity level in

vaccinated cattle with presence of Abs against PPRV was also reported (El

Amin and Hassan, 1999).

In this study successful retrieval of viral genomes from PBMCs from

field cases suspected to be RPV-infected cattle in Torit, Southern Sudan in

April 1998 showed that RP disease is existing in this epidemiological zone in

Sudan. However, none of the tested field sera from cattle, camel, sheep and

goats from other epidemiological zones showed positive RPV-Abs. The

detection of PPRV-Abs in 11.4, 14, 51.6 and 56.2% of these sera,

respectively, with the possiblity of experimentaly establishment of overt

clinical infection among cattle (Nanda et al, 1996) necessiates new measures

for control of RP disease. At this junction, conduct of researches to produce

standard RPV-PPRV recombinant vaccines might be important for effective

control of the two diseases.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

The socioeconomical impact of RP disease is well documented

worldwide and in endemic areas especially.

Although there are perceptible efforts to encounter the disease in

Sudan, serosurveillance among cattle showed that the vaccination percentage

was below the recommended record (80%), and some RPV outbreaks were

reported in different epidemiological zones considered to be RP-free.

The fact that this investigation could detect RPV genomes from

suspected field outbreaks and demonstrated Abs against PPRV from cattle

field sera necessitates the introduction of modern technology for diagnosis.

Immunoflourescence (IF) and polymerase change reaction (PCR) combined,

besides their diagnostic value, may be useful to study the sequential events in

viral replication. .

The possibility of existence of overt PPRV infections among cattle in

previous suspected and/or reported outbreaks should not be neglected. The

fact that Abs against PPR were found in sera of many animals species also

necessitates further studies to see whether or not PPR attained pathogenic

potential particularly for cattle when it crosses the species barrier or it

modulates RPV-pathogenesis.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I

Tissue Culture Media and Buffers

LI Glasgow modified Eagle's minimal essential medium(GMEM) 5x.

1. Dissolve 50g of GMEM (Sigma) into 1 litre deionized distilled

water (DDW).
; 2. Sterilize by filtration through 0.22u. millipore filter.

3. Store at -20°C.

1.2 GMEM lx (Working solution)

Item

5x GMEM

LAH

TPB

YE

NaHCO3

Bovine serum

Penicillin

Streptomycin

Gentamycin

Mycostatin

DDW

Growth medium

200ml

25ml

50ml

25ml

8ml

100ml

200iu/ml

lOOug/ml

1 Omg/ml

50iu/ml

Up to 1 litre

Maintenance medium

200ml

25ml

50ml

25ml

10ml

20ml

200iu/ml

lOOug/ml

1 Omg/ml

50 iu/ml

Up to 1 litre



1.3 Hank's -balanced salt solution (IIBSS) 5x

Solution A

NaCl

KC1

MgSO4.7H2O

Na2HPO4.2H2O

K2HPO4

Dextrose

DDW

10g

2g

Ig

3g

3g

5g

750ml

Solution B

CaCl2

DDW

Phenol red (2%)

0.7g

750 ml

5 ml

1. Mix solution A and B under continuous stirring.

2. Bring the volume to 1 litre.

3. Sterilize by filteration using 0.22u. millipore filter and

store at -20°C.

1.4 Lactoalbumin hydrolysate (LAH)

1. Dissolve 25g LAH (Sigma) into 850 ml DDW using

magnetic stirrer.

2. Autoclave for sterilization.

3. Bring the final volume to 1 litre using sterile DDW and

store at 4°C.

1.5 Tryptose phosphate broth (TPB)

1. Dissolve 29.5g TPB (Gibco-BRL) into 850 ml DDW.

2. Autoclave and complete to 1 litre using sterile DDW.

3. Store at 4°C.



1.6 Yeast extract (YE)

1. Dissolve 5g YE powder (Gibco-BRL) into 850 ml

DDW.

2. After homogenization sterilize by autoclaving

3. Complete the volume to 1 litre using sterile DDW and store at

4°C.

1.7 Sodium bicarbonate solution (NaHCO3, 7.5%)

1. Dissolve 7.5g NaHCO3 powder into 100 ml DDW.

2. Autoclave and store at 4°C.

1.8 5% Versine

Ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA)

DDW

5g

100ml

Dissolve, autoclave and store at -20°C.

1.9 2.5% Trypsin (5x)

Trypsin powder (Difco, 1:250)'

DDW

25g

1 litre

1. Dissolve and sterilize by filtration using Whatman and millipore

(0.22u), respectively.

2. Store at -20°C.

3. To prepare the working solution (0.25%), make 10% solution from

the 5% stock preparation using HBSS or phosphate diluent buffer

(PD).

1 Difco Laboratories Inc., Deteroit, Michigan, USA.



1.10 Versine-trypsin (VT) solution

5% Trypsin

5% Versine

PD

6 ml

4 ml

Up to 100 ml.

1. Add drops of phenol red.

2. Adjust the acidic solution by adding few drops of IM NaOH to

bring the colour of the solution to alkalinity.

1.11 Versine-trypsin (VT) solution

NaCl

KC1

d-glucose (dextrose)

Trypsin (Difco, 1:250)

EDTA

NaHCO3

DDW

8000g

400g

lOOOg

lOOmg

lOOmg

550mg

Up to 1 litre

1. Dissolve and sterilize by membrane filtration.

2. Dispense into 100ml volumes and store at 4°C

1.12 Phosphate diluent buffer (PD)

NaCl

KC1

Na2HPO4

KH2PO4

DDW

8.00g

0.20g

1.15g

0.20g

Up to 1000 ml

Dissolve, autoclave and store at 4°C.



1.13 Phosphate -buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4)

1. Dissolve the ready -made tablet of PBS into 1 litre of DDW to

make O.OIM solution of pH 7.4

2. Autoclave and store at 4°C.

1.14 Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Delbecco's formula, pH 7.3)

Solution A (PBSA)

NaCl

KC1

Na2HPO4

K2HPO4

8.00g

0.20g

1.15g

0.20g

Dissolve in pure water and make up to 800 ml.

Solution B (PBSB)

MgCl2.6H2O 0.1 og

Dissolve in pure water and make up to 800 ml.

Solution C (PBSC)

CaCl2.2H2O 0.1 Og.

Dissolve in pure water and make up to 100ml.

1. Autoclave each solution separately.

2. When cooled, mix by pouring solution B into A. Stirr slowly then

add solution C to make a final mixture of 8 parts solution A, 1

part solution B and 1 part solution C.

3. Store at 4°C.

1.15 Lymphocyte storage medium (LSM)

RPMI-1640 (with L-glutamate and 25 mM

HEPES) (Sigma).

Foetal calf serum (FCS)

Dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO)

60%

30%

10%

Make fresh or store at 4°C.



APPENDIX II

COMPETITIVE ENZYME-LINKED IMMUNO-

SORBENT ASSAY [c-ELISA] REAGENTS

and BUFFERS

11.1 Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH.7.4)

A ready-made tablet of PBS dissolved into 1 litre DDW to make

O.OIM solution of pH 7.4.

11.2 Blocking buffer (BB).

PBS

Tween-20 (polyoxyethylene sorbiton

monolarerate syrup)

Normal bovine serum (-ve control)

1 litre

0.1% (v/v)

0.3% (v/v)

Prepare fresh every time otherwise store at -20°C in aliquots.

II.3 Substrate / chromogen

1. Resuspend the substrate (one urea peroxide tablet equivalent to
hydrogen peroxide, H2O2) in 10 ml of DDW to give 3% solution.
Store in dark bottle(s)

2. Resuspend the chromogen (one orthophenylene diamine, OPD)
tablet (30mg) in 75ml of DDW to give 3.7 mM solution. This
should be colourless with a pH between 5 and 6.

3. Add H2O2 to OPD solution at a ratio of 4 ul H2O2: 1 ml OPD (this
results in a solution containing 3.7 mM OPD and 3.5

II.4 IM Sulphuric acid

Con. H2S04

DW

55ml

945 ml

Always add acid to water.



APPENDIX III

IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE

III.l Phosphate - buffered saline solution A (PBSA, pH 7.4)

NaCl

KC1

Na2HPO4

KH2PO4

8.00 g

0.20 g

1-15 g

0.20 g

Dissolve in pure water (DDW) and make up to 1 litre.

III.2 3% formaldehyde fixative (PFA)

1. Dissolve 3g paraformaldehyde in 100 ml PBSA by stirring at 80°C

(work in fume cupboard).

2. Cool to room temperature. Check pH 7.4.

3. Filter through a 0.45u. filter.

4. Aliquot and store at -20°C. Don't freeze after thawing.

III.3 2% phosphate-buffered saline solution A-gelatin (PBSA-G)

1. Add 2g gelatin to 100 ml PBSA
2. Dissolve and autoclave
3. Store at room temperature.



APPENDIX IV

POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR)

and SEQUENCING REAGENTS and BUFFERS

RNA EXTRACTION

IV.l Solution D (disruption solution)

Quanidium thiocyanate (Fluka)

Sterile DDW

0.75M Na citrate (pH 7.0)

10% sarcosyl

250g

293.0ml

17.6 ml

26.4 ml

All preparations should be carried out in a chemical safety hood.

1. Dissolve the guanidium thiocyanate in the manufacture's bottle.

2. Heat the mixture to 65°C in a water bath to dissolve.

3. The stock can be kept for several months in the dark room

temperature (18 - 20°C) in a chemical safety cabinet.

IV.2 Solution D (final solution)

Solution D (stock solution)

P2-mercaptoethanol

50.00 ml

00.36 ml

This should not be kept for more than one month.

IV.3 Chloroform-isoamyl alcohol

Chloroform

Isoamyl alcohol

49 parts

1 part



IV.4 2M Sodium acetate (NaAc) (pH4.2)

1. Weigh out the correct amount of NaAc and add about Vz the amount of

DDW needed.

2. Add glacial acetic acid until the pH is 4.2 and make up to the final

volume.

3. Autoclave in small aliquots (10-20ml).

IV.5 3M sodium acetate (NaAc) (pH 7.3)

Tris base

NaCl

EDTA.2H2O

DDW

12.10g

54.80g

3.72g

Up to 1 litre

1. Dissolve into about 600 ml.

2. Adjust pH 7.3 with HC1 and make up to 1 litre.

3. Autoclave (if needed) and store at room temperature.

IV. 6 Diethylpyrocarbonatc (DEPC) - treated water

1. Make 10% DEPC stock solution (lOOx) in ethanol and store at -20°C.

2. Make 0.1% DEPC solution (1:100 dilution) by adding DEPC stock

solution to dissolvents (don't use Tris - solutions as DEPC reacts readily

with them).

3. Stir for 6 hours or leave overnight at 37°C.

4. Autoclave the solution before use (DEPC inhibits any enzyme activity so

autoclaving will decompose it into CO2 and ethyl alcohol).

IV.7 Tris - EDTA (TE)

Tris- HCL (pH 8.0)

EDTA

lOmM

lmM



IV.8 lOxTris-boric acid-EDTA (TBE)

Tris base

Boric acid

EDTA

108.00g

55.00g

7.44g

1. Weigh out Tris base and EDTA to a beaker and dissolve in 800 ml DW

by stirring for about 20 minutes.

2. Add boric acid and allow to dissolve by stirring. Make up the volume to

1 litre with DW.

3. To make lx TBE buffer make lOx dilution of the 10 x TBE.

Reverse Transcription

IV.9 Preparation of RNA for reverse transcription

5ul

2 M-I

3ul

RNA solution (approximately 5 ug)

Random hexanucleotide primers (50ng/ul)

Pure water

1. Incubate for 5 minutes at 37°C to dismpt any RNA secondary structure.

2. Cool at room temperature (18 - 20°C) for 10 minutes to allow primer

annealing.

3. Centrifuge briefly (10-20 seconds) before opening.



IV.10 Reverse transcription (RT) buffer mix

Final Concentrations

4 ul 5x RT buffer (Gibco-BRL)

2 ul acetylated BSA (lmg/ml, Promega)

2 JLII DTT (dithiothreitol, 0.1 M ,Gibco-

BRL)

1 uldNTPs(lOmMeach)

1 uJ M-MLV Reverse transcriptase

(Gibco-BRL)

50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3)

3mM MgCl2

15mM.KCl

0. lmg/ml

1 Omg/ml

0.5 mM each dNTP

200 units

IV.ll PCR buffer mix

31.5

5.0

3.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.5

1*1

Ml

Hi

|il

1*1

Hi

til

ul

Hi

MQ H2O (pure water)

10 x PCR buffer

3mM MgCl2

ldNTPs(lOmMeach)

10 pmol of primer 1 (RPVN1)*

10 pmol of primer 2 (RP VN2) ;

10 pmol of primer BA1

10 pmol of primer BA2

5 u/ul Taq-polymerase

* Primer sets depend on the virus to be identified.



IV.12 Hot Start (IIS) RT-PCR buffer mix

32 Hi

5 Hi

3 Hi

1 H!

1 Hi

1 |ll

1 H!

1 H!

MQ H2O (pure water)

lOx PCR buffer

3 mM MgCl2

DNTPs(lOmMeach)

10 pmol of primer 1 (RPVN1)

10 pmol of primer 2 (RPVN2)

10 pmol of primer F3b (MV)

10 pmol of primer F4d (MV)

1. Locate the TaqBead (HS-PCR wax bead) in 0.5 ml Eppendorf s tube,

then add the above 45 ml HS - PCR buffer mix and 5 cDNA product,

respectively.

IV.13 Sequence / labelling reaction mix

2.0 jil

2.0 ul

2.5 [il

2.5 |il

1.0 nl

Annealing buffer

5-fold diluted T7 polymerase

'A' labelling mix (dCTP, dGTP and dTTP)

MQ H2O (pure water)

Diluted label [(35S)-dATP-a S]

IV. 14 PCR product gel

1.5% agarose electrophoresis grade gel

lxTBE

0.75g

50 ml

1. Dissolve by gentle heating (microwave oven).



2. Add 0.04% (v/v) of5mg/ml working solution eithedium bromide

(Sigma) after bringing the gel temperature around 30-40°C

without gel ing.

3. Pour into electrophoresis apparatus truft and leave to gel.

IV.15 PCR product sequencing gel

Urea

IOXTB.E

Liqui-Gel

DDW

37g

8 ml

72 ml

80 ml

1. First dissolve the urea into the 10 x TBE and about 70 ml DDW by

thorough stirring, then make the DDW to 80 ml.

2. Add the Liqui-Gel and mix gently but thoroughly.

3. Pour the gel using a syringe, insert the comb (flat side towards the gel)

and lay flat to set.

IV.16 5x Marker (lOObp)

2%

2%

• 25%

Bromophenol blue

Xylene cyanol

Glycerol in H2O

Storeat4°Cor-20°C


